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I. Importance of the Fisheries Sector
 

A. Fishery Resource of Oman
 

1, Known resources
 

it is now well established that Oman has large
 
commercially valuable fishery resources, only a part of which are
 
currently utilized. For several commercially important species
 
groups the sustainable annual yield has been determined with 
a
 
fair dcgrce of reliability. These groups are lobster
 

,
(2,500 kingfish (25,000 tons) and abalone (30 tons). For
 
a second set of species groups a conservative yield has been
 
estimated that is a safe figure and that can very likely be
 
increased as more complete information becomes available. These
 
groups and the respective conservative yield estimates are as
 
follows: demersals (50,000 tons), tuna (40,000 tons), sardines
 
(200,000 tons).
 

The total sustainable annual yield estimate
 
for these two groups combined is roughly-317,000 tons compared

with the actual current catch of about 107,000 tons per year.
 

2. Resources of unknown size
 

The third group of species are not fished
 
heavily and very little firm information exists regarding the
 
magnitude of these stccks. On the basis of surveys by FAO and
 
other groups and industrial fishing by vessels from Japan,

Kuwait, Greece and the USSR in the 1960s and 1970s, it is known
 
that significant other fishery resources occur cff the coast of
 
Oman. Among these are large pelagics (billfish, jack, dolphin,

barracuda, shark) snall pelagics (anchovy, herring, others),

squid and deep water demersals. Most of the pelagic species move
 
in and out of Oman's extended economic zone. These "shared
 
stocks" are largely accessible to Omani fishermen while in Oman's
 
or international waters, but may eventually be harvested
 
elsewhere by foreign fishermen. The Oeoples' Democratic Republic

of Yemen and Somalia have recognized the existence of these
 
important fishery resources along their coasts, and the Soviet
 
Union is harvesting the stocks off Yemen. In cases of conflict,
 
international law gives priority to nations that have utilized
 
fishery resources historically.
 

Early estimates of total sustainable yields of
 
4-5 million tons seem now to be too high. In addition, these
 
early estimateR included mesopelagic species that are not
 
economically harvescable at this time as half or more of that
 
total. Nevertheless, it is probable that low value species

(sardines, anchovy) have been largely underestimated (section

A.l., above), that unutilized species (squid, deep water
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benthics) have significant potential, and that yields for some
 
high-value stocks (tuna, billfish) can be increased, Other
 
smaller resources of economic value include seaweed, clams,
 
oysters and shrimp.
 

In summary, on the basis of the most
 
conservative estimates, it would appear reasonable to anticipate
 
a threefold increase in the tonnage of fish landed from Omani
 
waters. More realistic projections based on all available
 
information from the region and on comparisons with areas of
 
simil.ar productivity elsewhere are higher indicating a five-to
 
ten-fold increase (to 500,000 - 1,000,000 tons) in annual yields
 
may eventually be possible.
 

B. Fconomic Value
 

1. Contribution to GDP
 

Current landings of roughly 100,000 tons have
 
value to the fishermen of R.O. 32.5 million based on Government
 
statistics.* This figure has increased rapidly as follows:
 

1976 R.O. 6.0 million
 
1981 R.O. 21.6 million
 
1986 R.O. 25.5 million
 

*R.O. 1.000 = U.S. $2.63
 

In 1986 this value was equal to 1.4 percent of
 
the non-mining and quarrying (oil) GDP. The multiplier effect of
 
this raw material on other segments of GDP is assumed to be at
 
least 3.0.
 

- The industry is now growing slowly relative to 
its potential reflecting an extremely cautious position on the 
part of the Directorate General of Fisheries (DGF) with regard to 
fishery resource exploitation and a desire to restrict 
competition with traditional fishermen, and thereby maintain 
their lifestyle. Nevertheless, some expansion of the sector is 
underway and Government policies are shifting as the potential 
contribution of this sustain-ble, natural resource-based industry 
to national goals is recognized. Steady expansion of the 
contribution to GDP is anticipated, especially as exports of high 
value products from the sector increase (see below). 

2. Employment
 

In 1987 an estimated 13,500 Omani fishermen
 
were employed in the sector. About 800 Omani transporters serve
 
the industry buying fish on the beaches and trransporting them to
 
markets. No estimates of other employment in the sector exist
 
but supporting mechanics, market workers, suppliers of fuel,
 
fishing gear, and ice and processing workers probably equal the
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number of fishermen. Although no data are available, a large
 
portion of the laborers supporting the industry are foreigners.
 

Expansion of the sector should be orchestrated
 
insofar as i3 possible, to utilize traditional fishermen, trained
 
over time to operate new, more efficient boats and fishing gear.
 
There will be employment opportunities as well for young Omanis
 
willing to learn new trades in various segments of the industry.
 
The attraction for young Omanis will be higher incomes made
 
possible through the use of larger vessels, more efficient gear
 
and better prices for well-handled fish-products. In addition,
 
early in the expansion of the sector foreign fishermen will need
 
to be hired to operate new vessels pending training of qualified
 
Omanis.
 

3. Foreign exchange
 

The following is quoted from the "Indicative
 
Long-Term Fisheries Dexelopment Plan" prepared by RDA
 
International, Inc. (RDA), "Increased exports accompanied a
 
rapid growth of the domestic market. Most of the export trade
 
consists of four major commodities: (1) chilled kingfish, tuna
 
and sardines to Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates; (2)
 
frozen demersal fish (from trawler operatir.ns) to Korea, and some
 
premium quality fish (snapper, grouper) to markets in the Gulf,
 
Jordan, and to lesser extent Europe and the USA; (3) dried
 
sardines as animal fodder to the UAE; and, (4) frozen lobster
 
to Europe, USA, and the UAE for re-exporting. Accurate data on
 
fish exports are not available."
 

The best estimate of domestic consumption is
 
57,000 tons for 1986. If it is assumed that this is relatively
 
constant from year to year, it can be concluded that of the
 
107,000 tons total current landings an estimated 50,000 tons is
 
exported. Value of this 50,000 tons to the fishermen would be
 
about R.O. 16 million. However, the tonnage may be misleading as
 
the higher value products are often exported, e.g. lobster,
 
abalone and kingfish, increasing the value of exports relative to
 
the total catch.
 

Government customs reports indicate exports of
 
fishery products totaling 18,472 tons in 1986. Officially fish
 
exports are valued at R.O. 9.7 million for 1986 and R.O. 11.8
 
million for 1987. These figures are probably underestimates of
 
exports, but in any case, exports have surged since 1986. Plans
 
call for increasing harvests to 120,000 tons by 1990, 200,000
 
tons by 1995 and 350,000 tons by 2005. Assuming a large increase
 
in domestic consumption from the current 57,000 tons to 100,000
 
tons by 2005 this would leave 250,000 tons for export. At
 
today's prices this 250,000 tons would have a dockside value of
 
R.O. 80 million and an export value considerably higher than that
 
depending upon the species mix and the degree of product
 
processing and refinement prior to export.
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4. Potential economic impact
 

a. Value of resources
 

The rate of expansion of the fishery can
 
not be estimated accurately as it is closely interrelated with
 
numerous unresolved national policy issues, the role of the Oman
 
Fishing Company (OFC), and the willingness of the DGF to permit
 
expansion of the sector. In the Master Plan projections are made
 
for catches through 2010 reaching an annual harvest of 399,000*
 
tons by that year. For this catch a value to fishermen of
 
R.O. 107 million is projected compared to the current value of
 
R.O. 32.5 million. The retail value of the 2010 catch is
 
estimated to be R.O. 250 million. Overall improvements in the
 
quality of the product landed may result in even higher average
 
prices than were used for these estimates. In terms of overall
 
impact on the economy, a multiplier of 3.0 should be used for the
 
dockside landings value.
 

b. Private sector participation
 

Through 2010 investments required by the
 
private sector are estimated to be R.O. 100 million comprised of
 
R.O. 81 million for vessels and R.O. 19 million for shoreside
 
facilities and transport. The industry will, according to the
 
Master Plan, provide an attractive investment opportunity for
 
national sources of capital thereby satisfying a national
 
objective. Very strong world markets for fish products, limited
 
supplies and the potential for high catch rates all support the
 
financial attractiveness of these investments.
 

c. Government investments
 

As part of the Master Plan, Government
 
investments totaling R.O. 57 million are planned. Much of this
 
investment must be made prior to the major expansion of the
 
fishing sector as harbors and supporting infrastructure are
 
required for this expansion. Major components of this investment
 
are:
 

R.O. millions
 
harbors and drydock facilities 54.0
 
training and education facilities
 

and equipment 3.1
 

57.1
 

Above and beyond these investments in
 
infrastructure, a new level of commitment is required on the part
 
of government to fully staff and support the DGF, the MSFC, the
 
Sultan Qaboos Univetsity fisheries programs and the Council for
 
Living Marine Resources Management together with its supporting
 
working groups. A wholehearted, vigorous effort will be required
 
by leadership within the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries to
 
ensure that outstanding young Omanis are employed in fisheries
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programs, that they are properly trained and educated to execute
 
their duties, and that they are fully supported with necessary
 
equipment, vehicles, supplies, back-up personnel and operational
 
funds to build a modern fisheries sector in Oman.
 

C. Other Values
 

1. Nutrition
 

In 1981 the Food and Agriculture Organization
 
of the United Nations (FAO) estimated per capita consumption of
 
fish in Oman to be 20 kg/year. It is probable that this level
 
has increased sin,' !981 as landings have increased and
 
dist-ibution has improved. Nevertheless, opportunities still
 
e"xist for improving the nutrition of Omanis through increasing
 
availability oi' high quality fishery products. Although fish
 
protein supplies arc relatively abundant close to the coast, they
 
have traditionally been transported to the interior to supplement
 
available red meat in the diets. Both the quality of products
 
available inland and the quantity are still lacking. Fishery
 
products are healthful foods both as sources of essential amino
 
acids found primarily in animal protein and as a source of the

"omega-3" fatty acids recently 
found to be important in
 
preventing heart disease. Increased consumption of fish products
 
is an important nutritional objective that will affect the health
 
of Omanis.
 

2. Diversification
 

Diversification of the economy is a goal of
 
the Government and expansion of the fisheries sector will make an
 
important contribution to this goal. In a nation that has few
 
natural resources and even fewer that will provide sources of
 
income and employment that are sustainable indefinitely, rich
 
marine resources are particularly important.
 

Development of the fisheries sector with
 
adequate processing for internal and export markets and full
 
development of supporting industries including vessel
 
construction and repair, fishing gear construction and repair,
 
refrigeration services, engine maintenance and repair,
 
transportation, and other supporting services will increase
 
diversification. The value added through processing, packaging
 
and preserving fishery products for sale nay double the market
 
value of the products. The fish processing industry, especially
 
as it relates to products for export, is a significant new
 
industry by itself.
 

3. Omanization
 

As a new modern fishing and fish processing
 
industry develops, an objective is to produce fishery products of
 
high quality in an efficient manner. To produce products
 
efficiently, at prices that are competitive on world markets,
 
Omani fishermen and fishery industry workers must multiply their
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As worker productivity
productivity by using modern equipment. 

is increased, personal 
incomes can also be increased making the
 

fishing industry an attractive and respected source of
 

employment, as it is in the developed countries of the world.
 

In this way fishing and 	fishing industry
 
for young Omanis and
employment will provide attractive careers 


the trend of declining employment in the industry will be
 
skills and trades of modern
reversed. Training of Omanis in the 


new
fishing industries will help prepare them quickl; for the 


careers.
 

Additional Omanization is offered by the 

industry in that. it will provide new opportunities for investment 

of Omani caplital and for businessmen, dealers and suppliers 

through many small businesses. 

4. Infrastructure
 

The infrastructure necessary for full
 

development of the fishing industry, ports, ice and freezing
 

plants, expanded utilities, roads, shipping service to foreign
 

ports, vessel and gear manufacturing capabilities, fuel
 

facilities and numerous other supporting businesses, is an
 

infrastructure that is of value to the nation in many other ways.
 

Expanded ports offer new opportunities for commerce, for example,
 

and better roads facilitate communication and transportation
 

generally. The development of infrastructure to service
 

fisheries known to be profitable will progressively open
 

additional opportunities for marine resource industries that have
 

not to date been seriously considered. Some possibilities for
 

future development are fish meal, fish oil, seaweed products,
 

clams and oysters, precious corals, deep water fishes and distant
 

water resources of the open sea.
 

5. Self-sufficiency
 

The sea offers a permanent source of food and
 

income that is not fully utilized by the nation. Omanis utilize
 

and enjoy seafood although per capita consumption, about
 

20 kg/year, is modest. Full development of a national ability to
 

harvest its marine resources will add to the self-sufficicnoy of
 

the nation and to its ability to sustain its people independent
 

of foreign sources of food. The surplus, exportable production
 

is a commodity in great 	demand by other countries of the world
 
a
and is therefore a valuable item of trade that places Oman in 


strong trading position.
 

6. Social benefits
 

Along with the improved skilis and increased
 

productivity of fishermen and fishery industry workers will come
 

increased income, experience and social status. Living standards
 

of fishermen and their families will be improved and families
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will benefit from better'educational opportunities, improved
 
medical care, increased leisure time and increased participation
 
in social and cultural activities.
 

7. Biodiversity
 

The project will contribute to biodiversity in
 
at least two significant ways. A portion of the project is
 
designed specifically to encourage protection and conservation of
 
sea turtles, an abundant resource in Oman. This unique
 
environment, one of the few in the world where endangered species
 
of turtles have been protected from overharvest, provides an
 
ideal setting for research which will promote their conservation
 
worldwide. Overfishing reduces biodiversity, in some cases
 
leading to loss of species. The project will help prevent
 
overfishing of marine resources in Oman.
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I. Sector Constraints
 

A. Introduction
 

In the following secLions major constraints to
 
development of the fisheries sector are described and discussed.
 
In Table I and below this information is summarized under the
 
headings Human Resources, Private Sector Growth, Institutional,
 
and Information and Knowledge Gaps for convenience; however, many
 
of the constraints apply to more than one of these categories.
 
In Table I additional summary information is presented regarding
 
objectives to be addressed, inputs required, outputs expected and
 
desired impact of the effective removal of the constraint. In
 
the discussion particular attention is given to constraints that
 
will be addressed through the planned project assistance.
 

Several points should be made relative to this
 
discussion of constraints. First, all the constraints discussed
 
are currently impeding the development of the sector. It is
 
likely that new constraints will arise as the years go by.
 
Second, the removal of a given constraint or bottleneck means
 
that a new constraint becomes a limiting factor at another level.
 
The constraints faced by the fishing industry today in Oman are
 
closely intertwined and in many cases they cannot be separated
 
neatly. Many examples will be obvious in the following section.
 

A "schedule for resolution of constraints" is attached
 
(as Table 2) that requires some explanation. The time periods
 
identified are periods during which a major effort will be
 
required to alleviate a serious constraint. Of course, the
 
process is gradual and no constraint completely disappears at a
 
point in time. The schedule will hopefully be a useful mechanism
 
-for focusing on relative priorities of action needed to address
 
the constraints.
 

Constraints have been ranked in terms of their
 
relative priority based on their linkages with other constraints
 
and the magnitude of the impact of the constraint on the growth
 
and development of the sector. The highest priority constraints
 
have been identified on the basis of their magnitude and the
 
impact on potential growth of the private sector if the
 
constraints are not removed. Constraints assigned a second level
 
of priority are also important problems which must be dealt with
 
on a fairly urgent basis but which require some degree of
 
lessening of first order constraints first. These are constraints
 
for which some delay, although damaging, is not devastating. The
 
third level of priority still represents serious constraints to
 
industry development. These are constraints for which action
 
could be delayed temporarily without serious losses to the
 
industry.
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B. Human Resources
 

1. Resource managers and administrators
 

Perhaps the most critical human resource
 
constraint in the fisheries sector today is the lack of skilled
 
resource managers and administrators. A generic problem is that
 
the most capable people are not attracted to the fisheries
 
profession as it is not considered a prestigious profession.
 
Beyond that, however, the leaders have not been trained in the
 
special problems of.fisheries management, common property
 
resource utilization or natural resource conserv;,tion and use.
 
Many lach technical understanding of fisheries and fishing as
 
Well as bas:. biological principles. A closely related problem 
is the inexperience in standard methods of organizational
 
management. and administration. Without increased capabilities in
 
these areas an effective fisheries administration will not exist.
 

Well educated and motivated managers are vital
 
in helping the DGF to establish sound policies, administer its
 
programs, and to serve other necessary functions. Addressing
 
this vital need merits the highest priority as most other
 
constraints are related directly to the current insufficiency of
 
qualified managers.
 

Increased education, training and exposure to
 
properly functioning fisheries organizations are required for
 
administrators, section managers, fishery resource managers and
 
for those who are likely to be elevated to these positions of
 
responsibility. Staff members who are in positions to influence
 
resource management decisions should be included.
 

2. Scientists, biologists and university faculty
 

This category of specialists with advanced,
 
highly specialized academic degrees is virtually absent in Oman
 
and posts requiring this level of education have, in the past,
 
been filled by foreign experts. Although a sudden transition to
 
Omani staffing is impossible, the need for change is critical if
 
Oman is to build a capacity to plan, design and execute research
 
and to provide university education with Omani faculty. Reliance
 
solely on foreign experts to provide these services is counter to
 
the Omanization theme and will never be entirely satisfactory
 
from the standpoint of respongiveness and effectiveness to Omani
 
needs over the long term. Because the time requirements are long
 
and the rate of success, particularly in achieving Ph.D. degrees,
 
is not high, an exceptionally long lead time is necessary for
 
this education. Typically six to eight years of study and
 
research beyond the B.S. degree are required for a Ph.D.
 
Further, while the freshly graduated Ph.D. is qualified to plan
 
and conduct research or to develop and teach university courses,
 
he may not be qualified to head departments, laboratories or
 
research sections without additional experience. Although Ph.D.
 
level education is desirable, it is recognized that M.S. training
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for Omanis is a logical procedure initially for placing people in
 
many research and some teaching positions. Attraction and
 
selection of persons who are well-qualified is an essential part
 
of the educational process, and a part that should be
 
strengthened. Through public education the importance of the
 
fishery sector to Oman can be promoted and the prestige of
 
employment in the sector can hopefully be increased.
 

The contraint caused by the lack of
 
scientist, biologist and university is assigned a first level of
 
priority. The future of the fishing industry rests upon the
 
education of large numbers of youth to serve in the government
 
and in industry. This education should be done eventually in
 
Oman, 	with Omani teachers and faculty, but the process of
 
education is time-consuming, particularly at the Ph.D. level
 
required for college professors and senior researchers. This
 
type of manpower commonly requires ten years of post-secondary
 
school education and five years of professional experience. The
 
time requirements make the early initiation of this process a
 
very high priority.
 

3. 	Technicians, research assistants and mid-level
 
DGF staff
 

Persons filling technical and mid-level posts
 
and those available to fill such posts have not been trained to
 
conduct their duties effectively. General understanding of the
 
purposes of the work is often lacking and therefore undermines
 
motivation to complete assignments thoroughly and effectively.
 
Further, these staff members should be actively involved in
 
planning, designing, modifying and analyzing their work. The DGF
 
and MSFC simply cannot function properly without greater
 
investment in training.
 

This constraint will hinder operations and
 
program implementation of the DG/F. As DG/F leadership and
 
management develop and begin to conceptualize and initiate sector
 
development. programs on a more wide scale basis, this constraint
 
will become increasingly severe. However, given the quality and
 
size of the DGF's present sector development programs, it is
 
considered as a second-level priority constraint.
 

Mid-level staff for all sections of the DGF
 
and assistants for the MSFC will benefit from various types of
 
training. Hopefully, in the future these positions will be
 
filled by graduates of the university. However, in the near term
 
a large amount of mid-level staff training of various types will
 
be required. Staff training will range from two-year, diploma
 
level training in the U.S. with a designated area of
 
specialization through study tours, short courses 
in-country, on
the-job training and training to master special techniques
 
required in these positions. It will be highly desirable to
 
build necessary training capacity in-country as soon as possible
 
to reduce costs and time required for the training.
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4. 	Fishermen, fish processors and industry
 
support personnel
 

This final category of training needed relates
 
to the fishing and fish marketing industry itself and the need to
 
refine the trade skills of nearly all persons working in or
 
planning to work in the sector. Generally, industry workers are
 
not familiar with modern fishing and fish processing equipment or
 
with its proper use. Only through the upgrading of industry
 
equipment will the fishery products be competitive on world
 
markets. The efficienc3 of industry workers can be multiplied
 
several fold and t.he attractiveness of employment in the sector
 
can 	bu enhanced through training. This task is a large one. The
 
objectives iill be to upgrade the trade skills of thousands of
 
traditional fishermen, to develop skills for roughly equal
 
numbers of tradesmen in supporting industries, and to prepare
 
young Omanis for rewarding careers in the fishing industry.
 

The 	welfare of skilled industry workers is
 
directly linked to his productivity and that to his skills and
 
competence. The upgrading and development of the industry is
 
therefore closely linked with worker training.
 

Only a national training/extension capability
 
can address this task. In addition, it will probably be
 
necessary to address the problem through a multifaceted approach
 
including vocational schools, publications, media campaigns,
 
traditional extension methods, demonstrations, seminars, short
 
courses and other methods.
 

C. 	 Private Sector Growth
 

I. 	Ports and harbors
 

A basic requirement for efficient harvesting
 
and marketing of marine resources is the ability to land products
 
soon after harvesting and to move them quickly to markets.
 
Transport at sea is slow, therefore ports must be placed near
 
primary fishing grounds. In addition, port facilities must be
 
large enough to handle peaks of production arising from the
 
collective a tion of a mobile fleet harvesting migratory fish
 
stocks that will, on occasion, be highly concentrated and
 
vulnerable to capture in large tonnages. Oman has only a few
 
ports with limited capacity and that capacity is already largely
 
utilized. The fishing industry today is based primarily upon
 
traditional fishermen using about 7,000 skiffs that are hauled
 
onto the beach following each fishing trip. This limits the
 
fishermen to small boats of limited-range, capacity and
 
seaworthiness. Before the industry can expand significantly
 
with a shore-based fleet, large investments in ports and
 
supporting facilities will be required.
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An alternative option (harvesting fishery
 
resources with a high-seas fleet and processing aboard factory
 
motherships,) is not attractive for Oman in the long term because
 
such an industry would have greatly reduced benefits for the 
country. In the short term, however, it may be more attractive .. 1 .,t,_a .. r-sourctcts. p1 i ola.. lannins. and design of port 
faeilties must be given careful attention to ensure: (1) that
 
port capacities and fish storage capa.:,'.ies match likely 
expansion of the industry, (2) that e -:.rntial utilities (water,
 
sewer, electricity) are expanded to service the requirement of 
the fishing industry and the enlarged community resulting from 
the new ports, (3) that consideration be given to new supporting 
and auxiliary private sector- industries 'hat will develop because 
?f the fishing industry and port; and (4) that vessel 
,:nst rur~tin and dry docking facilities be included in port 
designs to match vessel requirements of industry expansion. It 
is estimated that it will be at least three years before the
 
first new port facilities are available, and most new
 
construct ion wi ll] be two or more years beyond that.
 

Major expansion of the private sector with
 
larger boats is dependent upon the availability of improved
 
docking and servicing facilities since these b~ats cannot be
 
landed on the beach. The lead time for design studies, financing
 
and construction is long; hence, this constraint is considered a
 
second-level constraint.
 

2. Vessel construction and repair
 

As few Omani-owned fishing vessels of major
 
size exist, the country does not have adequate construction or
 
repair facilities (including marine ways, dry docks and engine
 
repair facilities) t-o serve an expanded sector. This is a
 
critical aspect of port facilities that requires large
 
investments. An option is to buy vessels from outside the
 
country, thereby reducing the specific requirements for
 
construction. This step would mean bypassing an industrial
 
opportunity for Oman and would reduce some of the industrial
 
benefits associated with expansion of the fishing industry.
 
Furthermore, foreig: repair facilities would be prohibitively
 
expensive and complicated.
 

Until new port facilities are available
 
vessel services will riot be in great demand. Nevertheless, it is
 
assumed that some expansion of larger vessel use will occur and
 
that vessel services will be increasingly in demand. This
 
constraint is considered as a third level of priority.
 

3. Fish processing and storage facilities
 

Limited freezing, cold storage, ice production
 
and fish processing facilities exist in Oman. They are
 
inadequate to handle the current annual 100,000 ton catch and are
 

'1 
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scattered along the coast. Some facilities have fallen into
 
disuse for various reasons. As Oman steps into world fish
 
markets on a competitive basis, the industry must make major
 
strides in improving the quality of fish marketed. For this
 
purpose expansion of processing and storage facilities will
 
be required. Because of the nature of fishing and fish landings
 
an excess capacity is required to handle large seasonal peaks in
 
particular regions.
 

Required are facilities for ice production,
 
quick freezing and frozen storage, fish filleting and dressing,
 
packaging, and, depending upon economic factors, perhaps canning,
 
salting, smoking, de-boning, drying, meal and oil manufacture and
 
production of other specialty products.
 

Existing facilities are inadequate for the industry
 
today. Fish are marketed, but at a lower price than would
 
otherwise be possible. This is closely linked to product
 
quality.
 

This constraint will primarily affect private
 
sector operations and is expected to be alleviated primarily by
 
private sector investments. Given the other constraints blocking
 
private sector growth and investment, this constraint is given a
 
third level of priority.
 

4. Loss of product quality
 

The marine products harvested from Oman's
 
coastal waters are of excellent quality and could command top
 
prices on any Japanese, American or European markets. These
 
wholesale prices are from $6 to $20 or more per kilogram
 
depending upon tha variety and degree of dressing.
 
Unfortunately, dristic losses of product quality are Incurred
 
between harvestirg and marketing. These losses are so severe
 
that Omani fishery products now have an inferior reputation on
 
many world markets (lobsters are a prime example). Needless to
 
say a drastic decline in value accompanies this quality loss.
 

Reasons for the failure to follow generally
 
accepted fish handling procedures are both traditional and
 
technical. Traditionally fishermen have not carried ice in their
 
boats and traditionally fish considered to be of low quality on
 
world markets have found buyers in the interior of Oman and in
 
the Arabian Gulf countries. Technically, the fishermen, fish
 
dealers and exporters have not had a firm understanding of
 
procedures required to preserve the quality (and value) of Ofnan's
 
fishery products.
 

At present these losses may equal the value
 
of the catch. The industry obviously can operate without good
 
quality control; nevertheless, the potential impact of relatively
 
small development is so large it is not easy to understand the
 
acceptance of current practices. This constraint is considered a
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second-level constraint considering the value lost due to this
 
constraint and the limited investment it would require to be
 
substantially reduced.
 

To realize full value of exported products
 
standard techniques for handling fish on boats and ashore and for
 
preserving, holding, processing and shipping must be introduced
 
to the industry. Industry-wide enforcement of a standard code of
 
practice may be required to make this transition and to avoid the
 
large financial losses being incurred by the country through poor
 
fish handling procedures.
 

D. 	Institutional
 

1. 	Policies regarding development of the fishing
 
industry
 

The private sector requires a stable
 
investment climate for its development and is not likely to take
 
the risks related to financial investments until such stability
 
exists. At present the private seltor is hesitant because
 
Government policies regarding several aspects of the fishing
 
industry are lacking, uncertain or discouraging to private sector
 
risk taking. Government policies with regard to public sector
 
companies are not clear. A new parastatal or quasi-public
 
company, The Oman Fishing Company, has been formed to replace the
 
Oman National Fishing Company. Its current and future rights and
 
privileges with regard to fishery resources, fishing vessels,
 
methods and marketing of products, and its role vis-a-vis the
 
private sector are not apparent. Further the options open to the
 
private sector, including traditional fishermen, in terms of
 
introducing new, larger fishing vessels to fish in Oman waters
 
are uncertain. Government long-term policies in relaticn to
 
foreign fishing in Omani waters have not been clarified. Until
 
these matters have been decided and publicly announced, the level
 
and type of competition facing the private sector is uncertain
 
and investment plans cannot be made.
 

The 	lack of clear, consistent policies
 
regarding development of the fishing industry is a high priority
 
constraint. This factor has seriously impeded modernization of
 
the industry and any development by the private sector. The
 
impression is given that DGF will favor OFC over the private
 
sector. Until action is taken on policies, little progress will
 
be possible on seven of the eight Government goals for the
 
sector.
 

2. 	Legal framework for the fishing industry
 

Private sector utilization of common property
 
resources can be sustained only under strict control and
 
regulation based on a legal framework applied judiciously and
 
uniformly to all participants in the sector. The general legal
 
framework for the Oman fisheries sector exists and '.he Minister
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of Agriculture and Fisheries has authority to issue rules and
 
regulations for the rational management of the resources.
 
Relatively few regulations regarding fishing zones, quotas,
 
seasons or size limits exist as resource information available
 
for most fish stocks is insufficient to allow development of
 
useful regulations.
 

(oncerns of the private sector are that
 
regulations iwil] not be developed and enforced to prevent
 
overexploitation and destruction of resources. Assurance of
 
.long-term resource availability and of industry stability
 
provided by prudent regulations are prerequisites for private
 
sector investment. 

Regulation of a fishing industry is an 
absolutely essential part of resource management in order to 
sustain harvests. Lack of regulations will result in destruction
 
of resources (probably- first by foreign fleets). Institution of 
an efleutive legal framework, judiciously and uniformly applied, 
will depend on having in place a stronger public sector
 
management capacity and will encourage the growth of a private
 
fishing industry. Given these linkages, it is considered as a
 
secondary-level constraint.
 

3. Enforcement of regulations
 

Having a solid regulatory base for the fishing
 
industry also requires a strict and equitable enforcement
 
capability. Little law enforcement has occurred to date.
 
Blatant violations of some existing regulations are taking place,
 
(e.g. harvest of lobsters with tangle nets and sale of undersize
 
lobsters). Some foreign vessels are suspected of fishing too
 
close to shore and other foreign vessels apparently fish
 
illegally in-Oman's extended economic zone. A strong industry
 
cannot develop in an atmosphere of uncertainty regarding law
 
enforcement.
 

Responsibility for law enforcement rests with
 
the DGF. The actual iwplementation of enforcement measures
 
should be clearly assigned to an Omani agency (possibly the Royal
 
Oman Police) and appropriate officers should be familiarized with
 
fishing regulations. Some training of officers in eecognition of
 
fish species, fish size measurement, net mesh measurement
 
techniques, and fishing gear types. The responsible agency must
 
also have a sea-going ability, perhaps with both vessels and
 
aircraft, and means for determining suspect vessels' precise
 
positions at sea.
 

It should be appreciated that this is a
 
specialized responsibility requiring the participation-of trained
 
law enforcement officers. Actual law enforcement measures should
 
not be, therefore, undertaken by the DGF, and mechanisms should
 
be ctevised to guard against "interpretation" of the law other
 
than by due process. OAJC training of law enforcement officers
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in either fishery-related or enforcement-related aspects of their
 
duties may be possible through appropriate consultancies.
 

The final step in the regulatory process is
 
adoption of standard, uniformly applied procedures for
 
presentation of evidence to the appropriate judicial body,
 
presentation of a defense by the accused, determination of guilt
 
or innocence, and prescription of penalties.
 

Enforcement makes regulations meaningful to
 
the resource users, and consequently is as important as the
 
regulations themselves. Enforcement shortcomings are considered
 
a secondary level constraint.
 

4. Communication
 

Avenues for communication among government
 
agencies and between government and the private sector are weak
 
with respect to the fisheries industry. Both government and
 
industry ;ill benefit from the support and assistance of the
 
other; however, existing cooperation appears to be inadequate and
 
suitable mechanisms for presenting views, plans and concerns do
 
not seem to be operating, even though they have been established
 
by Decree. For example, full utilization of bodies such as the
 
presently inactive Council for Living Marine Resources Management
 
and its full range of working groups is necessary. The private
 
sector should also establish a working group of its own to aid in
 
voicing its concerns to government in a coherent and unified
 
fashion.
 

Lack of communication increases inefficiency
 
and confusion among government agencies. Without more open
 
exchanges with the private sector the level of conflict with
 
government agencies, including OFC, will soon escalate. This
 
constraint cannot be separated from the previous three and the
 
magnitude of the problem is equal tc the potential for new
 
private sector development. It is considered as a secondary
level constraint.
 

5. Extension of new technology
 

Every element of the fishing industry and the
 
:ish processing and marketing industry can benefit substantially
 
from the transfer of technology and the learning of methods and
 
technologies that are widely applied around the world. The
 
fishing industry of Oman currently utilizes simple and
 
inefficient methods and poor product handling, and has been
 
exposed to few of the productivity increasing technologies used
 
by most fishermen in other countries to increase their incomes.
 
Application of new technology is necessary to upgrade the welfare
 
of fishermen, to produce seafood efficiently and economically for
 
internal consumption and for export, and to realize the full
 
benefits of Oman's marine wealth for the country.
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The existing extension organization is very
 
small and functions poorly in spite of highly professional
 
technical assistance provided by OAJC under the previous project.
 
The traditional one-on-one field approach to fishermen has been
 
followed in the past; however, logistical problems relating to
 
the size of the country and the number of traditional fishermen
 
(13,000) scattered widely along the coast have raised questions
 
regarding the adequacy of this approach. Because of the
 
magnitude of the problem of upgrading the performance of a large
 
but outdated industry, a revised approach is recommended which
 
would utilize a combination of training, public education and
 
extension methodologies. A high degree of innovativeness will be
 
required to accomplish this task rapidly and economically.
 

Improvement of the efficiency, productivity
 
and safety of fishermen has not been given high priority by DGF
 
in spite of its officially recognized importance. A greater
 
understanding and stronger commitment to extension by DGF are
 
vital to the process of achieving meaningful results in the
 
fisheries sector. However, as the successful introduction of new
 
technologies in the fishing industry will require considerable
 
program and policy development, this constraint has been assigned
 
a third level of priority.
 

E. 	 Information and Knowledge Gaps
 

1. 	Determining sustainable yields for key fish
 
stocks
 

The DGF urgently needs reasonable estimates of
 
the magnitude of sustainable yields for major fish stocks in
 
Oman's coastal waters. Until these estimates are available the
 
DGF has little basis upon which to plan and develop the industry.
 
Such estimates can be made with increasing reliability on the
 
basis of a growing mass of scientific information (collected
 
through the fishery landing statistics system, on-board
 
observers, and biological data gathered directly by researchers
 
on individual stocks). The accuracy of the estimates will
 
continue to improve after routine statistical collection
 
procedures are instituted.
 

The urgency of circumstances confronting the
 
DGF with regard to development of fleets and setting of target
 
catch quotas calls for obtaining the best available scientific
 
estimates of stock yields as a matter of top priority for the
 
MSFC. Accordingly, it is recommended that the full attention of
 
the A.I.D.-supported scientific team be directed to provision of
 
first-order estimates of sustainable yields for major stocks
 
within the next few years. This will require a shift to a more
 
task-oriented approach for the A.I.D.-supported scientists and an
 
ability to shift from task to task in response to DGF needs. It
 
is believed that this approach will provide a more realistic
 
model for government research laboratory programming than the
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current approach. Further, it is felt that the institution
building objectives can be accomplished following this approach
 
in a fully satisfactory fashion. Priority will be placed on
 
task-oriented problem-solving, and institution-building
 
accomplishments will follow.
 

The task-oriented approach will not preclude
 
building of long-term data bases on fish stocks. In fact, stock
 
assessment research and the landing statistics program should be
 
much more closely connected and coordinated.
 

First-order yield estimates have been made, or 
will soon be made, for lobster, abalone and kingfish. Species 
groups of greatest importance will be (1) demersal species 
subject to the trawl fishery, (2) tunas on a species by species
 
basis and (3) small pelagics (with sardines of greatest immediate
 
concern).
 

Determination of sustainable yields for
 
demersals has been given highest priority among stock assessment
 
needs because the trawl fishery (foreign and OFC) is being I
 

expanded without firm knowledge of sustainable yields. It is
 
also, perhaps, the most difficult and time-consuming stock
 
assessmeilt task being addressed because of the many species
 
involved.
 

Tuna resources are large, migratory and are
 
likely being fished by other nations as weil as Oman. Oman
 
should document, through research, the impact of its fishery on
 
stocks and perhaps expand its share of the international catch to
 
establish a basis for future negotiations with other fishing
 
nations using the resources. While the research can be postponed
 
without influencing catches, it is not wise to do so. (Pressure
 
to tntroduce purse seining for tunas can be expected soon.)
 

There is no indication of overfishing on
 
sardines or other small pelagic stocks; nevertheless, without
 
better stock assessment research the potential for expansion for
 
frozen fish or fish meal markets is unknown.
 

2. Short-term biological studies
 

A second line of biological information needed
 
by DGF for resource management relates to better understanding of
 
the migrations, reproductive habits, distribution and related
 
specific biological information, as it pertains to fishing and
 
maintenance of productive stocks. The focus of this research
 
should be on subjects filling information gaps concerning
 
harvesting efficiency, increasing harvests or improving
 
management practices.
 

Several types of special studies will be
 
particularly useful with regard to specific management decisions.
 
The lack of information will delay useful management decisions.
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This constraint is considered to be of secondary importance and 
of a. lesser relative importance than the stock assessment. 

3. Economic analysis 

distinctive 
economists. 

Common property resource economics is 
in many ways and poses a set of special problems for 
When the free entry aspect of fisheries is added the 

complexities are increased and it is common for developing
 
fisheries to encounter a number of economic pitfalls.
 

The DGF has very limited capability to address
 
issues such as overcapitalizatiun, feasibility of new industries
 
(e.g. fish meal), the impact of parastatals on the private sector
 
or the impact of subsidies. Economic research was on early 
element of the previous project, but was dropped because the
 
prevailing level of staff education with regard to resource
 
economics was too low to make good use of this important
 
resource.
 

As DGF staff education and training
 
progresses, efforts should be renewed to introduce a capability
 
for economic research and analysis. Large economic losses can be
 
predicted through the lack of thorough economic research and
 
analysis capability. An economist should be assigned to the DGF
 
as close as possible to the Director General, so that informal
 
interaction with the Director General and with his closest
 
advisors is possible on a regular basis. The economic analyses
 
and advice of the economist should also be freely available to
 
interested participants in the private sector.
 

Background economic research and analyses can
 
be especially valuable to the nation in guiding its resource
 
management policies. For example, in rhany fisheries of the world
 
the number of vessels used to harvest the catch is at least
 
double the amount required. Economic losses to the country could
 
be large. The constraint represented by the lack of economic
 
analysis is given a secondary level of priority.
 

4. Fishery statistics
 

A comprehensive, dependable and accurate
 
system for gathering and reporting information on the volume,
 
species and locations of fish landings, together with the
 
measurement of statistics of the industry, is the basic
 
analytical tool of fishery management. Without a continuous flow
 
of sound and extensive fishery statistics, progressive resource
 
management is not possible.
 

An excellent statistical system has been
 
designed and implemented under the previous project.
 
Operationally the system is very weak because of inadequate DGF
 
allocation of financial, logistical and staffing support.
 
Consequently, the basic input into the system (data collected in
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the field by statistical agents) is currently of lot quality.
 
Leadership in DGF and the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
 
must be persuaded that a strong system is essential and that the
 
present system is not adequate. Highly trained foreign experts
 
should not. be used to staff the numerous field sampler positions
 
or to supervise the samplers.
 

This constraint is placed in the highest
 
priority category because basic statistics on the industry and
 
its performance are the knowledge base for successful management.
 
The importance of a solid base of statistical information is such
 

that delays in establishing the base will delay effective
 
management.
 

Continuing assistance with the statistical
 
program will be required to expand and strengthen it.
 
Demonstrations of the usefulness of the system, and of' the
 
critical need to support it properly, will be objectives of the
 
project inputs. The full staffing by Omanis is an important
 
objective.
 

IIRN.MB
 



III. Actors and Institutions
 

A. Private Sector
 

1. Fishing industry structure
 

a. Artisanal
 

The artisanal fishing industry which lands
 
90% of Oman's fish harvest consists of 13,000 fishermen as many
 
as half of whom are part-time fishermen. They utilize small
 
boats (25 ft. or less) and outboard motors, and land their boats
 
on the beach throughout the length of Oman's coast. These
 
fishermen utilize hand-operaLed gear of various types, typically
 
carry no ice arid land fish in small amounts because of their
 
limited weight capacity. They are distributed among the regions
 
of Oman as follows:
 

Musandam 1,063
 
Batinah 4,076
 
Capital 1,292
 
N. Sharqiya 4,011
 
S. Sharqiya 1,758
 
Dhofar 1,314
 

Some fishermen fish from motorized dhows
 
using larger nets; however, the scarcity of Omani fishermen
 
willing to crew these boats is resulting in a reduction of dhow
 
fishing.
 

Fishermen's incomes are reported to be
 
satisfactory in terms of their modest needs; however, few young
 
men are entering the profession, and older men stop fishing at
 
about age 50.
 

Fish are marketed primarily through some
 
800 buyer-truckers who travel the beaches with pickup trucks.
 
Some fish are sold to Government or private freezing plants in
 
coastal communities.
 

b. Foreign
 

A fleet of seven Korean trawlers are
 
fishing offshore under an agreement with the Government. Vessels
 
are foreign owned and operated. Benefit to Oman realized from
 
this fishing operation is a share of the catch landed with and
 
marketed by the Oman National Fishing Company (ONFC). In 1987,
 
2,861 tons (or 26%) of the 10,056-ton harvest were turned over to
 
ONFC. This fishing agreement will expfre in January 1989.
 

No other foreign fishing is documented in
 
Oman's EEZ; however, it is probable that foreign vessels are
 
fishing, at least occasionally, in Omani waters.
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c. 	Modern national
 

No modern mid-sized or large, Omni-owned 
vessels participate in the fishery at the present time. Few 
requests for licensing of vessels of this type have been 
approved, and even in those rare instances (e.g. ONFC) it is 
reported that the requirement for manning the vessels v:ith 
totally Omani crews has blocked operations. 

The private sector is participating in the
 
marketing of fish, together" with ONFC, and several Omani companies
 
operate freezing/cold st3!rage facilities for this purpose.
 

2. 	Opportunities iand constraints from the
 
industry viewpoint
 

Based on even the most conservative estimates,
 
the marine resources of Oman offer considerable potential for
 
expansion or the fishing industry. World markets are demanding
 
more high quality "ish and are willing to pay increasingly higher
 
prices for these p.oducts. The private sector view of the Oman
 
fishery sector potential is understandably enthusiastic.
 
Unfortunately, private sector awareness of this potential generally

doe- not extend t.o the traditional fishermen, although they will
 
certainly have an important role in new fishery development.
 

The optimism of the (basically underdeveloped)
 
private sector is tempered by a range of uncertainties and
 
concerns. These concerns are summarized in the MUAG
 
report to include:
 

- the absence of clear Government policy 

- the exact station -nd future of the ONFC 

- the level and means of access to fishing licenses 

- the level of access to ports' infrastructure 

- the absence of a pool of skilled labor
 

- the absence of a mechanism to develop trained manpower
 

- restriction on the employment of expatriate labor
 

- the short period of the leases that have been made
 

available for operation and management of the fisheries
 

centers
 

- the relatively poor performance of the Directorate General
 

of Fisheries in assisting the private sector to develop
 

L 
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- the presence and impact of subsidies within selected parts
 

of the industry
 

- the widescale sale of subsidized frozen fish into the
 

domestic market
 

- the drift of fishermen away from the larger sea-going
 

dhows into their own small skiffs
 

- inadeouate road access to fishing villages
 

- poor ports' facilities
 

- complex bureaucratic procedures for obtaining
 

authorization for development projects."
 

Collectively these concerns constitute a major
 
constraint to upgrading the traditional fishery and to
 
establishing a modern fishing industry in Oman, with all its
 
associated benefits.
 

B. Public Sector
 

1. Sector goals
 

The following targets and policies of the
 
fisheries sector are stated in Oman's Third Five-Year Development
 
Plan (1986-1990):
 

(1) 	To assign top priority.. .to the development of the
 
productivity of traditional fishermen;
 

(2) 	To continue the support program which is implemented

by the fishermen's fund;
 

(3) 	To expand the construction of docking facilities
 
needed for landing fishing boats;
 

(4) 	To expand the construction of fish storage and
 
marketing centers.
 

Other policy guidelines as well as the overall
 
legal framework are analyzed in the Review of Policy Options and
 
Proposals for Development, prepared by the Marine Resources
 
Assessment Group, Ltd. in late 1987. Recommended National
 
Fisheries Objectives include:
 

(1) 	Diversify the national economy.
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(2) 	 Upgrade the economic, social and technical standards
 
of the traditional fishermen.
 

(3) 	 Improve the nutritional standards of the people of
 
Oman.
 

(4) 	 Present new investment in the fishing industry.
 

(5) 	 Continue the development of infrastructure.
 

(6) 	 Increase national revenue through fish export.
 

These goals are basically non-contradictory,
 
and it is assumed that all are working goals of the Government.
 

2. 	Proposed sector objectives
 

In the Indicative Long-Term Fisheries
 
Development Plan submitted to the DGF by Research Development
 
Associates (late 1988) specific objectives are recommended to
 
support the goals. These can be summarized as follows:
 

- to increase the level of exploitation of fishery resources
 
within rational limits,
 

- to maximize value added through improved fish handling and
 

processing,
 

- to expand infrastructure for traditional fishing,
 

- to provide financial support for upgrading and
 
modernization of fishing craft and gear
 

- to demonstrate the viability of modern fishing craft and
 
gear,
 

- to raise the social status of fishing occupations,
 

- to provide expanded market outlets,
 

- to ensure the availability of high quality, reasonably
 
priced fishery products throughout the country,
 

- to increase domestic demand for fishery products,
 

- to develop the Government's institutional capacity to
 
manage national fisheries and regulate national
 
exploitation of fishery resources.
 

3. 	Sector Policy Framework
 

Primary contributors to policy development
 
are the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries and the Directorate
 
General of Fisheries within that Ministry. A Planning
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Directorat, it.hio the Minist ry has a limited input. Interaction 
with other. mirlislzes Ind with the private sector are minimal, 
allhough thc Counil for Living Marine Resources Management 
%as ,-stablishd for this purpose and would serve nicely if it 
wer, full operational and functional. The policy framework
 
loday i-, incomplete and somewhat nebulous although it is actively
 
evolving. 

Apart from the general guidelines summarized
 
in the Third Five-Year Plan and the recommendation- contained in
 
the MRA-G and RDA Reports, no detailed fisheries policy has been
 
articulated by the Government, although elements of such a policy 
are emerging. The MRAG reporrt summarizes prevailing concerns of 
the Gu, eiwue,, t tIKl :.ill likel, b the basis for a jPolicy and 
these have beeon quo!,d bel ow. -n addition, the MRAG calls for 
re-convening of the Council for Living Marine Resources 
Management to discuss and develop national policy as envisaged by 
Sultan'c Decree 15/81:
 

any exploitation, of the national marine resource must be 
within sustainable limits - that conservation shall be the 
keyword for management; 

- all planning for marine resources development may only be
 
undertaken within the context of the best available scientific
 
evidence on the extent of the fish stocks and the yield that they
 
can sustainably supply;
 

- the traditional position and life style of coastal peoples
 
who rely on fish for their livelihoods and nutrition shall not be
 
undermined or replaced by an accelerated development towards
 
maximizing the economic potential of the national marine
 
resource; but that, where possible and where aspirations are
 
known, traditional fishermen shall be directly involved in the
 
growth of the fisheries industry;
 

- any private sector involvement shall recognize its 
participation stric.tly within the above framework while being 
encouraged by government to undertake business in the normal 
economic fashion; company competition being an essential element 
of commercial enterprise; 

- all fisheries activities shall be conducted within the
 
framework of the law, as declared through Sultanic and
 
Ministerial decree and any administrative and contractual
 
arrangements entered into; and that it shall be recognized that
 
these activities may be subject to change in support of necessary
 
management and development measures; and
 

- coordination of activities in and between the private and
 
public sectors is an essential element for maximizing benefits
 
from living marine resources, but that this is currently
 
frustrated by lack of procedural mechanisms, knowledge of
 

/ 
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commercial pol ieies and plans, and adequate information 
exchange."
 

The RDA report go.es one step further and
 
suggests t.cording for a comprehensivi, policy statement as follows:
 

"It shall be the policy of the Government of Oman that the 
fisheries resources of' the Sultanate shall be exploited for t.egeneral benefit )f the people of Oman. I pursuing the rational 
development of marine resources, the following guidelines shall
 
be followed:
 

1. Exploitation of resources shall not exceed the maximum
 
sustainable -,ield for each type of resource, as determined by the
 
best availabr, s,.ientific evidence.
 

2. Harvesting, handling, processing and marketing shall be
 
conducted in such a manner so as to maximize the value of the
 
resure ruathe, thau the volume of landings.
 

3. The development of the fishing sector shall be based on
 
the continued growth of the traditional fishermen. However, in
 
the absence of an established traditional fishery for a specific
 
stock of fish er shellfish, companies shall be licensed to
 
exploit those stocks under regulations set forth by the Minister
 
of Agriculture and Fisheries.
 

4. With the growth of the traditional fishermen and
 
national industrial fishing companies all fishing activities
 
after the year 2000 shall be owned -,nd operated exclusively by
 
Omani nationals. Prior to that time, Omani companies may be
 
permitted by the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries to engage
 
in joint venture or charter arrangements with foreign fishing

vessels. During this transition period, the companies and
 
Government shall cooperate to train Omani fishermen to replace
 
foreign nationals in a timely manner.
 

5. The Oman Fishing Company will serve as the focal point
 
for development of non-traditional fisheries, but other companies 
are not precluded from pursuing fishing, processing, or marketing 
activities as permitted by the Minister of Agriculture and 
Fisheries. A complementary, yet competitive, business 
environment within the fisheries sector is to be encouraged. 

6. Marketing companies shall be expected to export high

quality, value-added seafood products and shall adhere to 
standards established by the Government of Oman a,nd/or
 
requirements of importers.
 

7. The Government of Oman shall foster the development of
 
the fisheries sector by:
 



a. providing assistance to the traditional fishermen in
 
the form of infrastructure development, training programs,
 
demonstration of more efficient boats and equipment, and
 
financial assistance to those fishermen willing to expand their
 
horizons;
 

b. providing assistance to the private sector in the
 
form of access to information and financing;
 

c. protecting the long-term viability of the resource
 
through proper management."
 

Overall these goals, objectives and policy

ideas are sound. They do not, however, adequately address
 
several major controversial issues facing the fisheries sector:
 

(1) Policies ensuring adequate support for governmental
 
activities in support of the industry, e.g. extension,
 
statistics, research and law enforcement,
 

(2) Policies regarding the future role of foreign
 
fishermen, vessels, companies and joint ventures,
 

(3) Policies ensuring comprehensive, equitable enforcement
 
of the national laws and fishing regulations of Oman,
 

(4) Policies clearly identifying the opportunities for
 
traditional fishermen in terms of larger vessels and more
 
effective gear,
 

(5) Policies regarding opportunities for new business
 
(fishing) enterprise utilizing modern vessels and gear,
 

(6) Policies regarding the role and purposes of parastatal

fishing companies in terms of national goals, potential conflicts
 
with the private sector, and resolutions of those conflicts,
 

(7) Policies regarding limited entry into the fisheries of
 

Oman to prevent overcapitalization and economic overfishing.
 

4. Regulatory framework
 

A broad regulatory framework is in place (see

section TT.D.2. above) granting authority for regulation of the
 
sector and assigning responsibility to the Ministry of
 
Agriculture and Fisheries. Beyond that only a few regulations
 
have been formalized and those are poorly enforced. Mechanisms
 
are in place but responsible actions have not been taken. The
 
private sector does not have an understanding of the conditions
 
under which it can expand (e.g. licensing requirements,
 
fishermen's and industry rights, quotas or allowable catches or
 
of the regulations pertaining to the operation of the OFC and how
 
they will influence private sector operations). Further they do
 
not have confidence that new or existing regulations will be
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enforced sufficiently to protect resources from overexploitation.
 
Both lobster and abalone fisheries are now apparently being
 
overexploited in a fashion that will lead to a decline in
 
resource protuct.vity, and the Government appears hesitant to 
take correctivu regulatory and enforcement action. 

5. 	Government assistance to private sector
 

Government assistance has been provided through 
subsidies for fiberglass boats and outboard motors utilized by 
the traditional fishermen. Terms have been attractive, 
utilization has been high as is indicated by the fact that all 
fishing boats have now bee2n motorized, and the repayment rate has 
been good. This subsid.' program is continuing. 

Government owned ice/freezing/cold storage
 
facilities have been leased to the private sector on a short-term
 
basis for minimal fees. This form of assistance has been
 
instrumental in the establishment of several private sector
 
market ing firms. 

Finally, the DGF, with assistance from A.I.D.
 
has 	provided several forms of assistance to the private sector
 
through its extension and marketing activities. A small
 
dispensed extension activity has promoted improved fishing
 
methods, fish handling and safety at sea among traditional
 
fishermen. Information on marketing and on improved techniques
 
for 	handling and marketing fish has also been provided to the
 
private sector.
 

6. 	 Impact of public policies, regulations and
 
programs
 

- Government policy supporting development of 
OFC, at best, limits the scope of new private sector development. 
Depending upon the future decisions and concessions of the 
Government with regard to OFC, it could largely inhibit new 
private sector business. The DGF practice, reflecting an 
unstated policy of severely restricting issuance of licenses to 
private sector enterprises, is completely blocking modernization 
of the industry. The greatest impasse in the policy area arises 
from the failure of the Ministry and the DGF to articulate and 
publicize clear policies regarding the fishing sector. This 
creates a large measure of uncertainty with regard to Government 
plans for the private sector, thereby inhibiting private 
investment and fisheries development generally. 

7. Mechanisms for communication
 

The 	Council for Living Marine Resources
 
Management was created by Sultanic Decree as a mechanism for
 
communication and coordination, both among governmental agencies
 
and between government and industry. Membership on the Council
 
includes the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries, the President
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of the Chamber of Commerce, representatives of ten other
 
ministries, Director Generals of the Oman Bank for Agriculture
 
and Fisheries and of the Oman Development Bank, as well as the
 
following private sctor representatives: two from investment 
institutions, two from private fishing companies, two from fish 
trading comparies and six fishermen's spokesmen. It was
 
envisioned t,hzt working groups of the Council would be
 
established2 to address specific issues and problems. 

To date the Council has not functioned in 
accord with the Sultanic Decree. For example, non-governmental 
participation has not occurred. The Council is an important and 
much needled nearis for improving c-ommunication arid till serve this 
importanit rul e wll if is allowed tk, operatt as it was designed. 

The private sector is composed of traditional 
fishermen and entrepreneurs who are not organized and who cannot 
speak, with At single volce. A considered recommendation is that 
private sector interests, including those not yet participating
 
in the sector, organize to form a formal association that is able
 
to interact with government agencies (e.g. the Council) with some
 
strength and authority.
 

C. Par-astatal or Quasi-Public Enterprises
 

1. Impact on the private sector
 

The existing Oman National Fish Company (ONFC)
 
is being incorporated into a new Oman Fishing Company (OFC). The
 
ONFC has played two roles, the marketing of Oman's share of the
 
Korean vessel, joint venture catch and operation of cold stores
 
including marketing of fishery products purchased from some Omani
 
fishermen. The OFC is being formed currently and will differ
 
from ONFC in several aspects. First, all Government cold stores
 
will be turned over to OFC. Secondly, OFC will have exclusive
 
rights to fish in given areas and to harvest given fish stocks as
 
defined in concessionary agreements with the Government. These 
fishing zones are largely offshore rather than in the areas 
traditionally fished by artisanal fishermen, and, in addition, 
traditional fishermen are not excludad from the concession areas. 
According to the OFC charter it can carry out fishing, 
processing, freezing, packing, packaging, purchasing and 
marketing operations as well as establishing and running 
associated fisheries industries. Concession agreements are to be 
re-negotiated annually. 

2. Future role in Oran
 

To date it is not clear exactly how OFC will
 
operate or specifically what commercial activities it will
 
undertake. The impact on the private sector cannot, therefore,
 
be determined at this time. Most likely to be affected are those
 
firms currently leasing Government-owned cold stores and the
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investment/new business interests that are hoping to participate
 
but are not yet doing so. Traditional fishermen who may purchase
 
larger boats in the future (if licensing policies permit) will be
 
able to fish in concessionarv zones, but may, of course, be
 
competing with other OFC concessionaries.
 

Until the plans and activities of OFC are more
 
fully developed, private sector plans are being held in abeyance
 
pending clarification of OFC's role.
 

IIIRN.MB
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PART IV. ProJect Sector Development and Action Plan
 

A. 	Project Goals and Objectives
 

Project goals are identified with the following

national goals:
 

1. 	Diversification of non-oil sources of incomes and
 
revenue,
 

2. 	Conservation of the fishery resources of Oman to
 
ensure optimum sustainability of yields,
 

3. 	Development of human resources to enable Omanis to
 
participate fully in the sector (Omanization),
 

4. 	Encouragement of the private sector.
 

To accomplish these goals the project is being
 
designed to address a specific set of objectives:
 

1. To enhance the economic development of fishermen
 
and of the fishing sector of Oman,
 

2. To expand the training and education of persons

involved in the private sector and in governmental support

agencies,
 

3. To strengthen fisheries research and fisheries
 
management institutions in the country,
 

- 4. To support development of necessary
 
infrastructure,
 

5. To establish necessary biological information on

fish stocks to determine optimum sustainable yields,
 

6. To address information needs of the private
 
sector, and
 

7. 	To assist the development and articulation of
 
Government policies regarding the fisheries sector.
 

B. 	Role of other donors in tie sector
 

Only two other donors have a known interest in

the 	fisheries sector: 
 Germany and the United Kingdom. Germany

is assisting with the planning and design of ports and harbors
 
and may be a contributor to construction of new port facilities.
 
The United Kingdom provides some scholarships to selected
 
outstanding Omanis to 
study in Britain and some scholarships are
 



marine scienet, or fisheries oriented. The U.N. has also assisted 
on occasion .i th special -tudies in the fisheries sector. 

D. Host count-ry Sector Priorities 

The Gov,.rnment of Oman has a primary role to play
in addressing virtually every constraint identified. The 
magnitude of the task a'iclng the DGF in resolving the many
problems fa-in± the net, industry calls attention to the urgency
of increased overall support for DGF by the rest of the 
Government. Without renewed increased commitment thea and total 
task cannot be accomp] ished. 

With r ,gard to the highest priority constraints
 
DGF must id.rilify and hirc outstanding leaders. An excuse often
 
heard is that fisheries is not a prEstigious profession in Oman,

but perceptions can change through training and demonstration of
 
meaningful results. Sultan Qaboos University staff should be 
encouraged to staff its fisheries teaching positions in the 
immediate future. Gjovernment policies with regard to the fishing
industry must 
be articulated and publicized. The legal framework
 
must be completed by Government and better provision made for 
enforcement of conservation laws and regulations. Donors cannot 
perform the communication roles that are so badly needed and 
which are the responsibility of the Government. Increased 
staffing, support and assistance for the statistics program will 
be required from DGF. Finally, at this and other levels 
counterparts must be available in numbers to work with expatriate 
experts.
 

Other priorities to be addressed will call for PGF
 
hiring and supporting numbers of mid-level personnel with good
 
potential. Mobilization of funding for port and harbor
 
development will be largely Government responsibility, entailing
 
participation of private entrepreneurs and possibly that of the
 
World B:nk, other agencies of the United Nations system, and
 
bilateral donors. Support for quality control standards and
 
enforcement of these standards will be required. At the
 
scientific level (MSFC) increased funding and assistance from DGF
 
are required as well as additional manpower and positions.
 

Encouragement of the private sector with permits,
 
licenses and advice in building industry infrastructure will
 
expedite progress. The Government should work to minimize unfair
 
competition with the private sector by OFC. The extension
 
systems require major new input from DGF including trained
 
personnel, vehicles, vessels, and support in resolving
 
bureaucratic problems.
 

B. Program Strategies
 

The overall project strategy is to assist Government
 
and private sector in the modernization and sound expansion of
 
the fishing industry through: (1) education and training at all
 



levels, (2) maju;r polic'y !irterawczi., particular.ly twith regard 
to the pr ivat e t. r role, 2 dreet serv:(..,:s ,t(the DGF .o 
assi.t witk 4ata a:alysis and re"ear.'h and . temporarily staff 
prg,-amt t ' ned nmanis a;, a'.:1a IIb e, Ind (-1) counterpart
in-the.-jb train'fl g iIt,lrWom.'." of DGF. DetailsOminizat ion the 

of th.- traty ,'an best he di zjs.-.ed by looking separately at
 
publIc pio.y forimulat- .r, , program planning, licensing,

reguI tinn ,in, riror-ement., fishery development serviies,
 
t'smrc'e rlIttimli'fllef, t infcirnial ion, program management and 
 promotion 
of Ithe !"'i'vote seolor. 

Pub] 'c:policy formulation is a key compnnent of the 
pri i, , st ratt.g% fo.- the see-tr- anld perhaps one of the most 
dif r I- to ,Id . . Very E:,, ,-.%;at i v( app r- ac!,s and the lack 
of r'a:', s. t gover:mimerit polinies ha\e i,:hibited expansion 
and irod'i ation of the ri shei".-.s sector. Unstated policies may 
ever h;±.e favored parias atal companies over the private sector.The pi',,Olect s'1 address policy is sues both inudi!rty arid 
di n .r . -\ n rrl, of e,.ell-pvepa red Onianis ;i .1 be educated and 
tPai,,ed 1ri the theory and practice ,of fishery maragement, and 
will bc fully exposed to private sector activities and to 
govcrriniini 1pol I i.,S and relationships to the private sector in 
the U.S. and/or elsewhere. Also, direct counterpart training of 
DGF st.aff by project experts will continuously involve policy
related d iscusbions. Project personnel will strengthen
 
procedures and practices of communication between the government

and the private sector, including enha.cement of private sector
 
feedback about government actions and policies. The
 
availability, over time, of increasingly accurate information 
on
 
the levels of sustainable yields from fish stocks will facilitate
 
refined DGF management and related policy decisions. Directly,

the project team 
1 'mder, project experts and special consultants
 
will interact with DGF and Ministry leaders 
to encourage policy

dialogue. Assistance from a senior economist will strengthen

project input into policy formulation. This integrated approach
 
to public policy 
issues will combine immediate interaction with
 
government leaders and long-term building of a well-educated
 
staff able to articulate considered policy recommendations and
 
their implementation.
 

Program planning is a recognized area of serious
 
weakness within the DGF. In agencies where all players 
are
 
relatively Inexperienced and where roles and purposes of
 
government organizations with regard to the fisheries sectorare
 
still in a state of flux and uncertainty, program planning is
 
understandably difficult. The project's strategy for action to
 
address this weakness will include long-term education and exposure
 
of mid-level staff to program planning practices, as well asi
 
direct interaction of project experts with DGF and !ISFC
 
leadership in the planning of programs. An administrative
 
analysis being conducted by Arthur Andersen & Cc. is expected to
 
increase understanding of this issue and to propose steps to
 
improve performance. Flexibility and persistence are required to
 
build institutional capabilities over time as 
various components
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of the projoect come togother. Nearly all project outputs will 
enhance government planning capabilities. 

Licensing, regulaticn and enforcement are critical
 
areas to be addressed, for which a project strategy is important.
 
For purposes of this discussion, regulation (including
 
licensing,) is treated separately from enforcement.
 

Th, authority for regulation of the fishing industry

is clearly delegated to the Ministry of' Agriculture and Fisheries
 
b. Suitanic Decrees. A prerequisite for the issuance of
 
,effective rules :nd regulations i . a technical appreciation of
 
(i) the resources be ing harvest ,ed, (2) thet industial impact on 
prescnt and future marInt, r, . and (3) the probable i.et 
effe,-t ,f ,ar'i :us regulat i ns undler ,-onsideration. The strategy 
for brringng togt:her the necessary knowledge base and building 
inst'tutional capabilities include- research to define and 
describe resources at the MISFC, improvement and expansion of a 
st it istical system of data collec-tion on the fishery, and ongoing 
education and training related to fishery management methods. 
Economic analyses provided through the project will be 
an
 
important. aspect of predicting the impact of regulatory 
alternatives.
 

The importance of a complete, well-enforced set of
 
regulations to protect the traditional fishermen, their
 
livelihoods, and the marine resources of Oman generally, cannot
 
be overstated.
 

Regulations have little value unless they are
 
enforced, and effective enforcement will entail both a special Omani
 
seagoing law enforcement capability and the political will to
 
apprehend and prosecute violators of regulations. The penalties
 
must be large enough to constitute a real deterrent. To date the
 
government has appeared reluctant to enforce fishing regulations
 
either for foreign or domestic vessels. It is possible that the
 
project, through consultants or US. Government agencies (e.g. the
 
U.S. Coast Guard), could assist with training or procedural
 
matters if assistance is requested by the appropriate law
 
enforcement body. Alternatively, the Government might wish to
 
approach other bilateral donors for assistance in strengthening
 
its enforcement capabilities
 

Project strategy directed to policy dialogue and its
 
articulation is likely to be of more pressing concern in the
 
initial stage. Policy dialogues and short-term training

opportunities of many types will be envisaged. Policy
 
discussions with the private sector should also help to promote
 
recognition of fundamental importance of law enforcement to
 
protect vulnerable marine resources.
 

Resource management information (consisting of
 
existing results of biological and economic research and fishing
 
industry statistics) is still inadequate even though some
 



infoirmation i s now bo.nn= otmpiled. The tim, required to build 
adequate hMstori -al and sc-i:ntific databases is l10 :g, and 
industry statistics become more valuable as the period of time 
covered increases. The project strategy here is to strengthen 
DrF 	 capal- 2.ities, standardize procedures, and emphasize the 
importance of valid sta!istical information. A permanent DGF 
system of data collection wil be one vital project output. By
making %ISFC results more useful and timely, stronger support for 
re.earch -an be generattd. A responsive, task-oriented research 
pr,gram at the MSFC (increasingly involving Omanis in all levels 
of r'esptnsibility and r,.ceiving stronger financial support from 
the 	 Mni ",J V'I!L rtiect SUCCeSSfUl implementation of the 
strategy. .Stronger linkages, between research at MSFC and the DGF 

Th. strategy for promotion of the private sector 
involves, fIrst, the full implementation of the Council for 
Marini- MasourrcesManagement as an avenue for' pr'vate sector 
,ommun!(-L !' ri ijth the govvrnment. It. also involves strong
efforts ,n the part of experts and the OAJC to influence policies 
that. impa%, in the private sector through dialogue with Ministry, 
DGF 	 and other- high-ranking government officials. Better 
resource, economic and business information will be provided to 
support policy goals. Both long-term anrd short-term training
 
will be designed to providu exposure to private sectors in other 
countries. The full benefits of the private sector approach in 
terms of Omani resource mobilization, employment, efficiency,
 
competition on international markets, and stimulation of private

investment., individual initiative, and benefits for the
 
traditional fishermen and to the nation will be discussed and
 
emphasized. Feasibility studies of private sector proposals will
 
also be undertaken under thE project to stimulate interest and to
 
provide information required for investment analyses by private
 
sector firms. Examples might include deep water trawling, fish
 
oil and meal production, and fresh and frozen fish marketing 
overse-as. 

D. 	 Institutional Deficiencies
 

Many of the constraints summarized in Table 1 are
 
institutional deficiencies, and the overriding one (the lack of 
educated, skilled and trained human resources) is being addressed 
as tne of the main objectives of this project. There are 
additional problems of organizational nature which must be 
addressed if the fisheries sector is to develop in a reasonable 
way and if this project is to be effective. Corrective steps to 
overcome these problems may, in some cases, be necessary before 
project implementation can proceed. Others are of a nature that
 
will require long-term effort over the project life and beyond.
 

1. 	Overall Government support for fisheries
 
Development
 

Considering the priority given to fisheries
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devilopmont by Sulta:ic Decrees, there is a surprising lack of 
financial ruppor'. and institutional commitment tt. this sector. 
The provailing lack of support is Illustrated by the decline in 

u F-1rs ,f fisheri,-s professors at. Sultan Qaboos University (from
three to on,-,) nd the failure to f'ill six fisheries teaching 
vacancies at the same uni rsity. It is also illustrated by the 
lack of finan,ial and staffing support for DGF and MSFC.
 
Short ages if .quipment, supplies, vehicles arid personnel
 

ont inua .- 'cnst.rain artion and work progress within DGF. The
 
r,. Sent l-v. of support, for the sector is clearly inadequate.


Without a stronger, moro meaningful commitment to the fisheries
 
bet .ur, this prject may only be implemented partially, and many
 
imprtant opportunities; fcr manpower development and enhanced
 

.:'o;:c may be 1,:-;t. 

2. DGF e::teris'on program 

A sp c'al case illustrating the lack of official
 
suppovn i5; the weakne.s of the extension/training activit.
 
servius resi.onsible for assisting traditional fishermen. and
 
other private members of the fishing industry. Highly trained
 
extension experts financed by the previous fisheries project have
 
only a had limited impact because they were assigned to a frail,
 
porly supported counterpart organization.
 

It is important for the Ministry and DGF to
 
demonstrate an increased commitment to extension/training and to
 
provide strong enough support to overcome petty problems that
 
have virtually incapacitated this vital activity. For example, a
 
greater number of qualified extension agents must be recruited to
 
staff the program fully and to work in counterpart training
 
positions; 
vehicles must be available when needed; restrictions
 
on project-related vehicle use should be more flexible; and
 
operational funds for fuel, supplies and equipment should be
 
readily available.
 

3. DGF statistics program
 

The statistics program is similar to the extension
 
program in that DGF officials are apparently not convinced of its
 
value and it does not receive adequate support. Again minor
 
problems seriously limit its effectiveness, especially in the
 
field, where data originate and some decisive action on the part
 
of DGF is badly needed. As with the extension program, the
 
project 
impact will be reduced unless DGF reforms are initiated
 
(similar to those required for extension).
 

4. Fisheries education at Sultan Qaboos University
 

The staffing problems in the fisheries section
 
of the School of Agriculture will have direct impact on the
 
project. In 
summary, unless immediate additions are made to the
 
teaching faculty, many fisheries courses will not be offered as
 
planned, and the flo, of fisheries graduates will not begin as
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sheduled. Success of the project is dependent upon an ongoirng 
suppl y of fi2sheriVs _raduat.es fro t!he Universit , to fill staff 
positions. The single fisheries p:rofessor now rt the university 
simply :'annot handle the teaching loads origivally s._ heduled for 
seven professors. Sqi, facult y positions are open, bult hiring 
procedures ar, vyV tim,-,--oisum i g. Serious e fforts are needed 
to e,:pedIte hiring.
 

F. Iin-sing procedure for new vessels 

The next. logical step in fishery development is
 
the use of Iarger vessels i: order to increase catches from 
waters farthfr offshor- than those frequented by the traditional
 
dliiics and not ::c d skiffs. !owove , e et; licenses for 
.,asf I-: lar'g, ',liari tohe standard 2.1-ft. skiffs; have been issued 
so fan'. :on do) th-re appear to be any guidelines or criteria 
established for how licenses are issued. While new larger 
vssels , 1!, of c(,urse, require additional port facilities, it
 
Sdi ffIc'u t to understand why Iicensing has been so restricted
 

in view; f stated government goals for this sector.
 

S. Regulations and enforcement 

Lack of sufficient up-to-date regulation and
 
enforcement capacity is a major problem. All efforts 
to develop and conserve the marine resources for the benefit of 
Oman will eventually come to naught if appropriate action is not
 
initiated soon in this vital area.
 

7. Managerial/administrative skills
 

Throughout the DGF, managerial and administrative 
capabilities are in short supply, resulting in inefficiency, 
unnecessary bureaucratic obstacles, and other manifestations of 
human resources underutilization that incapacitate the DGF's 
ability to play an important role in fisheries development. Many 
improvements could lov made through short-ter.m managerial training 
of dynamic leaders as well. as highly motivated candidates for 
fut ure leadership positions. 

8. Communication 

An underlying, crosscutting deficiency
 
contributing to many of the above institutional problems is a
 
failure to communicate candidly and freely between government
 
agencies and with the private sector. Decisions and their
 
underlying rationale tend not to be explained or discussed
 
openly. Mechanisms have already been created to improve
 
communications and to improve responsiveness to national public
 
interests, but need to be utilized fully in order to improve
 
the quality and timeliness of decision-making and thereby gain
 
public support and confidence. On- )f the most important
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inechani sins ,ould be the prusen, I y inoperative) Counci 1 f ar 

Living .Marine Resource .Management. 

F. E'pitriate Experts 

1. Over.-seas training program (246 man years) 

(To be elaborated by URI team.) 

2. Statisticians (2) 

A continuing technical assistance presence in the
 
statistical :rogram is felt to be essential to :uaintain momentum 
and f7t untinue :.ounterpart training. One senior statistician 
;!l be: ass igned tc; DOF headqu,te r in Muscat and a statistician 
;ill 1e assigned to Salalah. 

The rc,le of the senior statistician will be to 
assist aiid advise the leader of the DGF statistics se:ction on all 
aspects or the management and operation of the section including 
field data collection, compilation and analysis, using computers, 
and publicati,,n of results. He will have no line authority and 
sill give special attention to counterpart training and 
instruction of Omanis. He will be aailable to advise and assist 
senior staff of the DGF on matters concerning fishery statistics, 
analysis and uses of data. H1c will work closely with researchers 
at the MSFC to ensure that fishery statistics collected are of 
greatest. possible value for stock assessment purposes and will 
work with his counterparts to improve data collection, including
 
those of the on-board observers, procedures for this purpose when
 
useful to the MSFC programs.
 

The statistician assigned to Salalah will support
 
and assist the statistical program in the southern part of the 
country, and will work closely with the Director of Fisheries in
 
Salalah for that purpose. His duties will parallel those of the
 
senior statistician stationed in Muscat. 

3. Extension experts (6)
 

The extension program, properly staffed, funded
 
and supported, is the key to the upgrading of the skills, 
equipment. and incomes of traditional fishermen and to training of
 
young Omanis for careers in the sector. Assistance is badly
 
needed; yet, Government support for extension has been so weak
 
that previous technical assistance through OAJC has had only
 
little effect. Two important e:itension roles for technical
 
assistance are: (1) strengthening the existing extension program
 
by adding experts on extension methodology to the Muscat, Salalah
 
and possibly Musandam extension offices; (2) assisting with the
 
planning and design of a vocational training/extension program
 
targeted particularly on preparing young well-motivated Omanis
 
for careers in the field.
 

UL)0 
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TV K is not recommended that assistance for the 
firs! rle be p revi ded unless DGF is prepared to make a greater 
commitment, to extension, including adequate staffing and 
logistical Su1plrt (..g. .Nicles, fuel, supplies and operational 
flex,ii Ity for fieli extension agents). In the absence of 
in:r'ased cominmtment, the time and efforts of expatriate 
extension .axperts would he wasted. 

The role of a senior extension expert (Muscat) 
would be ta assist and advise the leader of the extension section 
in DGF, ie would assist with implementation of the extension 
program suggesting modirfications where appropriate to improve
effectiveness. He would work &. a.e~lv with the section leader and 
i-,th ,thr ,cunter-part personnel _- inp:rove understanding of 

modern vx.tension me hods. As opportunities oc:c:r, he would 
di ou- s ,N:th upper- I:ex 1 DGF offi alIs ways to influence 
ext ension policy. He would cooperate with and assist the 
VAC.e , al training expert in his assignments. 

The ext ensiun experts (in Salalah and possibly the 
Musandamn) will assist with the management and oversight of 
extension activities in their regions. They will collaborate 
with the senior extension expert and work to ensure progressive
 
development of the rotational extension system. They will
 
interact with the DGF leadership in the region in introducing
 
improved methods of fishing and fish processing and will help
 
implement the field extension program through interaction with
 
field agents and supervisory personnel.
 

A vocational training/extension expert would be
 
assigned to DGF in Muscat specifically to plan and design the
 
contributions of existing vocational institutes and the proposed
 
fisheries vocational institute in accordance with the training 
needs of the fast-evolving fishing industry. This would be done 
from the extension section to ensure close coordination with 
other DGF ext ension training. Special attention will be given, 
in planning this training, to the specialized training needs of 
Omani-i who will be employed in the fishing industry. Due 
,insideration will be given to the roles of otner nationals in 
the industry and to the need to build Omani-staffed training
extension capability. This expert will work closely with the
 
extension team and will assist DGF and vocational schools in the
 
implementation of the training programs. The term of this
 
arrangement will be three years.
 

Larger vessels will require well-trained Omani
 
opera evs. However, the need for a project-funded master
 
fisherman and vessel captain to train Omani counterpart extension
 
personnel for parallel roles and to demonstrate new methods is
 
doubtful unless suitable, well-motivated counterpart personnel
 
are selected for such training. It is recommended that
 
recruitment of the master fisherman and vessel captain be
 
deferred until a sufficient number of quality counterpart
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personnel (perhaps 10) are assigned to the extension section for 
this purpose -,n a fti.l-tiiniv basis. 

1 . Pr i va e soctt, r and standards adv i so rs ( 2 

Spe, ia I ass istance to the private sector via the 
DGF during thi_ rirst, six years of the project will occur in two 
ways. The f i -s t is t hrough a pri vate see Lor policy advi sor to 
DGF and the .eccwnd is through development _ffquality standards 
for Oman'.-; f'Mihr-r products and assistance to the industr." in 
meet. rig ii es . .tarid;' ia. 

r:;,;cormr isat./pol icy advisor will be provided to 
: .::; . ,I! f.:tly i'tLI. nistr'y an: DGF offi:iials n policy 

ma-t,-r ...atALig lo th, p:'I.ite so, r. He will work ,_-Iosely 
With th CeurCreil o,f'Lf iti Mavine Resource Management and w;ith 
the ptl] :\' arid plan irig i~o,'king group of the Counc il. in 
addi ,to?, : 21 J.'osel- wi t.h aniy private sector bodiesh,, i[t,e:at-
that mgzIt , le. Ho ill utili ,e spe!ial studies, .nalyses 
ard p ilicy dis,.usasion pai),.r:; t.i astinulat, in-depth consideration 
of poli, ie. by DGF arid the, Ministry. This advisor should be an
 
expcrik,'cued fisheries eco,omist, and he will conduct intensive 
ec'romit research and analysis of the industry as a means for 
guidinig indu:.t r developinent policies. 

A fish qualit.y standards expert will bring to DGF 
a strong background in fish handling and processing methods, 
quality requirements of foreign markets, and quality control
 
standards, and methods of enforcement used elsewhere. He will
 
work within DGF to develop a set of quality control standards for
 
Oman arid assist the industry in upgrading product handling and
 
processing to meet those standards.
 

5. Research scientists (6-7)
 

A research team composed initially of six
 
scientists and an advisor to the laboratory director will be
 
placed in the MSFC to conduct task-oriented research and to train
 
:ounIlterpart staff. The team will be phased down to two persons
by the end of the eight-year project. 

The advisor for research administration will serve 
as a special assistant to the Director of the MSFC. His 
responsibilities will be to introduce improved procedures and 
guidel ines for research laboratory administration and management.
 
His responsibilities will also include the role of Assistant
 
Chief of Party. This part of his responsibilities will entail
 
half his time. This position will have a term of three years.
 

The six esearch scientists assigned to the MSFC
 
will be experienced researchers with strong stock assessment 
backgrounds who will address task-oriented research problems as 
assigned by the Director. Recommended research priorities, for 
the reasons outlined in Section TI.E.)include: 



(1) 	 stock assessment of demersal species; 
(2) 	 Yto.ly assessment of tuna species;
 
(3) 	stock assessment of small pelagics with priority on 

sardines; and 
(1) 	 shurt-tprm special hiological studies.
 

Th,, research conducted should be responsive to DGF 
interests and needs and it should be planned in close 
vollalboration with DGP. Special attention will be given to 
in t-grat ion of the statistical sampling program with long-term 
monito ring of swtock abundance,. It is of paramount importance 
thaL. researrh be organized to solve specific problems in response 
o maragc n!r needs, rather than to establish discip1inary teams 

that .il :ondu|t. descriptive res arch on a long-term basis. The 
,ho , . 

- I rn fieds of DGF for managemrent of stocks shuld take 
priity over more Lasic research or' the academic interests of 
the s 'o ,ntiric world.f 

6. rhief of Part., 

A senior administrator will be assigned as Chief
 
of Party and will serve in the DGF offices in this role. His
 
assignment will be for the full term of the project. In addition
 
to management and coordination of the technical assistance team's
 
role, he w.ill be responsible for integration of the work of the
 
experts into the DGF programs. He will serve as an advisor to
 
the Director General and to the Ninister, as well as to other
 
high-level officials on request.
 

7. Consultants
 

Flexible, timely, and specialized expertise will
 
be provided through the project's ability to draw upon a
 
considerable amount of short-term consultants. Provision will be
 
made to ensure maximum exposure of counterpart DGF personnel to
 
such consultants during their assignments to Oman. Duties and
 
length of tours will be defined as the needs require. Examples
 
of special assistance might include planning and design for port
 
and harlor development, stock assessment analysis, video taping
 
or filming for e\tension training, biochemical analysis (e.g.
 
,,Itt rophuret ic analysis, shore processes studies related to
 
harbor construction, on-board observer training, fisheries law
 
enforcement training, computer modeling of fish stock - fishery
 
interactions, vessel operation and navigatioi).
 

IVRN.MB
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A. or t ract 

- 1rms nr "he ovtm 

TO O,zt.h of -e'vioe for the project is eight 
yel's binnrintn in 198 \.n ,tt .- ountry contract will be le, for 
the inrii throp-yea' p-riod, renewable for additlonal periods 
ofI thrlep YeA- " and twu, yv. vh'i Extensions .i Il sub.jec to,. be 
,ativ s f t ory perffurmane' anrid t '-lin of the extension contracts are 

,Ipe.td t" h, adjsid,, b ad upon evaluat ions cr a:co pD ishnmnr 
idll - nii for theand ne-41 . In i, ih& thrp.y-l-' i-t3l d hudit.t 
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Hoop do 0 I ncI -, 

A~ski. I' nni ic t or w~il L provi~de the requir'ed 
servios ; howier , mobcon' r' t ing may be done hy the con! rtact or 
to prnide tho sprvies. iimi;g _r srvi-es pro' de , a, 
out li,-, below, will he ,as-d upon etailed schedules provided by 

OAJC. 

2. Scope of wo,rk 

3. Train ing 

The contractor will arrange for and handle
 
costs of fisheries training for Omanis in the following
 
categories:
 

person-months
 

Ph.D. degrees at U.S. universities
 
H.S. degrees at U.S. universities
 
Diploma level (two-year) in U.S. -


Techn ical short courses in n. . or third country
 
Study tours in various countris
 
Short courses in Oman
 

The contractor will provide the services 
of a fil l-time Training Coordinator who has broad experience in 
de- e:omunt-relot-d training vv wll an experience with fisheries 

training and educati on. The Ira iniig Uoordinator must have 
excel lent knowledpe of the curricula of 1.S. universities, their 
orientation and capabilities of providing special assistance to 
foreign students, diploma-level and short-course training 
appropriate for Omani students ie must also be familiar with 
and capable of followsing Al.IM.'s training regulations as 
contained in A.1.I). Handbook 10. The Training Uoordinator will 
prepare and implement a comprehensive training plan to satisfy 
training needs identified "arlier. le will he stationed in 
lusca t. 

b. Scientific staffing for >ISFC 
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a, p .,imev t ,! tunas, mu it -s eci eg d -me rsa I stok c, a 

po~a t, .-r' il-ir'Le po.lagir.- is de-.irable, R~e-ear,'hel-c; u ll! 
@on ll"t 'i'i7'man~agement-orie.nt#.d ive.sear',t marinle. ) ,-,n Omn~'s 

t,..,andi will formulate increasinaly specifi,- managem ,n* 
t',?-,'nnt'tina based in this re ;ear:-h, h.cn ,, iiieeAt- Ih 

Sc n tn tswciII be sta, ioned in 'luscat 

The contractor will provide consulting
 
services in response to requests from the Director of the MSFC to
 
address specific short-term research needs, special studies,
 
mathematical, analytical, taxonomic, oceanographic or other
 
techn ical rec.earoh noe,ds in support of MSFC programs, Special
 
:'e.oarrlh prnhlems may be addr,-ssed through collaborative research
 
involving short-term ,-onsulIations by collaborating scientists
,'t it,oti rat i tth inns.
 

l, -hn ,al st.aff In for i.1U 

A Chief cf Party will be provided who serves 
a' [eaie" ,t 1 he total r-Search a1d. adv i ry team. Hie w 1i2 
supervise tne w,'ork of the team members tc. serve at the wishes of 
DUF o'fir'inlI when appropr-ate, le will serve as direct 

counterpart to the Director ueteral of Fisheries and 'il 
interface dirtect"ly with th, .linister of Agriculture and F'aheries 
and with ct.heor ministers whF.n appropriate. A major 
responsibility will be the coordination of project inputs wi:h
 
Grovernmeni activities to accomplish project goals and ob.ectives.
 
He will b- re+s-ponsive to the ')AJL project manager in -arrying out
 
the wrcrk plans and fulfilling contractual requiremoni . le will 
work with ao\e'rnriL:nl. oflfiiais and ti th the private 4ecfr of the 
fishing indii t-y to improve Govornment policies and services, 
The Chief -I' P-'rty should i. i senior administrator with 
:xplerincein f;sheries deoelopment, research and institiltion 
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IL ho I~t I" I) -II lu , a i In I t ')tI Ar -4t I I .t in S.o I-k ah
 

\ Sen i Nfo rs 1i,'! .:pert :-,Irid tvc _ -ensIon
 
:.'-rtI w il -i~ pr'o dePd( wh flaivp lot! rol ':e on-, I n ' ir-. "es Ia
_ tietere. x-h.' rio ,. '. P rm ,r, v t :,)i ,c461! r. t v,n dF-cx!~ E* 'I', ; ticP~a ii'rt *: t 'n¢er~es ext.encu ruI -stens :r. cexe[-,pini' 

-
, ng i a i,ir: i.i ,t- ri . ht i I I --,-k ,cti ,in hol,e? n S1 n 

t r:ii , , an,--. t trin ii eo 1,erpart io--kers exteri sion -4orkers,
 
-. 11i, i It h r. I.v('at to l , -- tra IrinI mt 11 ;AI , Ih(t,,
 

t!!'-. . \ (ie,pr,: ntat ions and cI h,er i raininE ai ds, and heIp
 
I a d ,rg,:-n i7-- p re i e itati ons to Ildis t rv" o.'l 1 Tk'es Se n 1 or 

F,.t tensi on Expert wi I ' be stat oned 2 n Salalah and one in tie 
>h atidam. 

\ laster Fisherman arid a k.essel taptain -7il 
ne pro,ioed -'h,, are we Il-qualified and who have developing 
-otnl ry experienfe. heir role ii ll be to train Omani master 
fishrmer- and vt.ssel captains and t, train field extension agents 
with new gear use and vessel operation. These experts will not 
have a permanent duty station. 

The contractor will provide a Vocational
 
Training expert for a period of three years who has extensive 
experience in vocational training and in fisheries extension 
training. A specialty in a fisheries selected field (e.g. gear 
t-chnology, food technology, navigation or seamanship) is 
desirable. The Vocational Training expert will work with a
 
s-lrerted voca ionsii school (or scioc ls; to develop and estabil ish 
%caii [onal pr-grams r'elated to the nieed- of the fishing industry. 
H,- %211 each courses in the- vocational school a- part of hi
ill1tie". Hfe will be stationed in )luscal but may be reassigned as 
n ci ,e .ssat~ , 

The contractor t .ill provide an Economist/ 
-olicy Adviso r who has a Ph.D. and broad developing country 
-?xperience in fisheries economics and in national fisheries 
,olicies as they rplate to economics of common property, open 
zc resource tie will conduct economic analysesteoss ,itili zat ion. 
and f,eaibjlitv studies. Ile will interact with the Director 
General of Fisheries and the private sector on policy mattors and 
prepare poliy advice with economic .justification for the DGF. 
H' will be stationed in uscat. 

\ Fish Quality Standards Expert will be
 
provided who has a solid background of experience and training in
 

0 



in :\$tem fo 

4s~~t nd '1 Va'soIs'cn w trt , AjiI be seprodd ttr * 

'r.quPTof; the Director" (eneval to ,conduJct ssciashr-ermA
 
sItt wi i- I. ainri~yg rgarding the f~ishin ig ndustry or to.provlde '
 
partilltiiai- 9e.perti se needed but nrot available !within'-the ad)-sory
 
t.Fea,m ampies atf potential high priority studies inc Iud e
 

tei Aj~ turdies cf fr'esh fis~h d~l.1-ve'ry to E uropean: 'and/ or ~~
 
A i 'ia n 1;~ 1..'1" t udy of poetilimpact of 'turna purse~A
nake t-s 

seirting rin traditional fis.h-men,'±feasibility, study ol . 

in>t roducing SlI~eial~ handling prdicediire Tor vellowfin, higeyfox
 
oller tunas t.&meet dem nofJpns fresh fish'iTrarkets, ,


L,tioianalsn produc t ion aspect-s. oq .A fishoil/meal industry in Oma~n, "a'nd marketi'ngf eas ibil'ity/pr icing .~tUdies of specialty prdctlseia sier -rough T vfozen ' 'sardines, sea14eeds,~billfish, or frozeni, fi'lle rt of, various~Arawl
cagtspeci es< and specialI studi'esrelated to'port 'deveIopment', 

(J. 'ProjiecT, supr persArAAA A 

' ''Local hire personnel' will., be prov'ided, who
 
haveO appropriate ,skills. to satisfy requirements-of posi,tions as
 
folows: two secretaries, one" tas'or'and'on diitr'o 

'' accountant.">These people will workA A~ n"Msatudrte, 
supervision' of the Ch'ief.'of ,~:'Party.,~~"%A 

e. Project :backstoppingAA'A "A A~ 

The parentrcontract iP9g organization"Awi iAA'A
 
provide project support and ~aktoppjng c~fkboth aAtcnical'and'

ade loitia' li~te teamnon-technical nature. f'eldon~l;J-frntoA~o 6about_ 22 n' ter'aP4l'A1
 
sei-vices AasAnecespary. . _f hiie ersonn'"l-"

admi imiiister pa yi-oll and benefits'bnd provide-oe al e A.A:-7' 

stLriint- nue(ompl'iancee'ulth'contractruien .'" A 

Regulni' vi-,jts to flip, projert 'site'wilI be :required''and,,problem - AJ' 

-il bepr ided by seio cotatn fr personinel "' 

AAA~AA AN'>" '"It is estimated 'ti tt24 iian-month per 

&Ai'ear'of Abackstopping and amn~3rt~e ,upport .will berequired '~ AA 

j"tA'toN satisfy''these requirements. A'A " 

Af .'Equipment, vehicles, ho usi'jng a n dsuplies A
 

'ehic1e tar each e-xpert"/advisor' and fLill :'insuranc e coverage for 
~operation 'of Atlhe:vehicleA in Oman.

'"'I '"'n 
"ode 

forl
He .,:ilP'01 hoinfo 

A Ael '" 
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11he inrt'!C-m)nll i1 ,, ittI'1I.?totl t!I: 1 .r .t 

,,mprehn.n xc emen tat t , p Lan ih.I te he pr..)ecti mp :'c it' t 
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n I- e s- na l tI -Coin ) rte Iii., i r r ',';:
I" '' at I'Ah r . 1 -ory 

"','es%r'! :Ind I 1 r,'-I i : , t f E 1 t , b,= p:ir.-hafuipnj-rlt sed 
lH -lr ",11 - ga :-', 1A,.ll ' , " n t',m rh.r can e 
s,',l, t m r"ll-! " n"(.g :'e-. 1, t 'd -r, -,- ,ie] rt ix'ec r: a q' arterly 

1
 
,1 rl - - l - ti'- ' It .I r'' " I "t[, n '

',l ia t ' an -IhJ *tu.ent t ri r t'',:, [t.r". p. -rtd 
3 .:'0 1 af t(7- 1 Isi 1 . .0I OIl 1 .irte ,e- ed 1,a r tl,t . 

-wSt bS -f irniIi-em-ntar Irh :,, , i ,at bitwli i 1i A.rt 
arttlta 1 c'b,: p1 ar :hat 'pr it i t , Trctat r detail t hnnt I-hr
lmpl-mrmntat oitplan, the wc,rk sche0iuIe tfo- tihe up,:omirg year, It 
tri I he present PA to ( , and CAJ( three noriths pri or to the
bei n ning of eacn %'ork year . A new t-ork plan 'i11 he prrepared 
each year. "T'he annual work. plan wiI I cover training, research 
and tfchnir-al a sistance, and t'l: I ,.tif' miflstoi;eo. ail 
activity completion dates for monitcrnz -urposes. 

1. Substantial involvement
 

Substantial involvement of the OAJC in
 
management of the project is anticipated. The OAJ( project
 
manager will be the point of contact for this involvement. The
 
involvement can be summarized as follow's:
 

1 annual work plans will be prepared in 
consultation vi-th the O\J( prrject manager and wil.1 be arproved 
by OAJ( befor'e work is initatero, 

21 revisions in annual work plans vill be 
mae i , on4utitation with and with the approval of' th. (,AJC 
pr'.j eel manager, 

(3) foreign tra'el of projec'- personnel
 
(:,_ept annual leave) will be cleared with the OAJ(' project
 
manager,
 

(4) the OAJC will review and approve the
 
selection of consultants hired through the project,
 

(5) the OAJC will participate in the review"
 
and selection of project personnel and replacement personnel,
 

(6) the (OAJC will review selecti on of
 
trainees for fureign training,
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.
<9 t e-.- .\.l project an. er w:t ' -.Ar 

quart, ry aito adtnua re--)Ot in ,.-irt ft b or, f I na print: ng arid 
d i t -' but iort 

1: ,qtl i rl i.,-t 

A qua rti.r "- report ,will bte prepared and 
Sibtlitt,(d I-, '.J( and thf-. DiF w,:ithin :It) da:'ys after tile end ot' 
each quarter. 'ITh quarterly report w-,ii be an act ivit ie report 
u i IhI 4 hi: c i roiuntt rf -artjvities., ,taitus 115 Frou,'ram wit, 

elements, and an account i-f accomplishment& and d fi c'ulties 
encountered diii ng the quarter. 'he quarterly , )ort wil-+ 6e- an 
internal d,_eumont tha' ic not distributed to the public. 

progress be 
s;ubmittl-ol to y\J' and DG' t.h: n U. days after th , cnd of the 
projectI C1-,,a year, lie annual_ reporl. 'i[1 review preog1ess nd 
accomplJshment ; in riI at Ion to the work plan. It I 

An annual report ill ' orepa red. and 

annual ;i, 
include a brief introductory section reviewing the purpose of the 
project and the rationale for the annual work plan, Also 
included will be a discussion of plans for the upcoming year. 
The annual progress report will be a public document prepared for 
distribut ion to interested parties in Oman and the 1XI. 

T'he oontractor will prepare teenniea] reports
 
nn r -ea rclt r,-sutts, aria yses, studies and ohFervation- when sucrl
 

,
d-cc'u ,rtat ian i dionm#,d iiaeoful for IIGI- or AJ( . ( .,ns-tl1ants as 
1 I .s 'lit-!Illt rnp .r~onnel hveeacouiarz on, .(t !, till ed pr'e]par , 

h'se r portI 'outl tI -- e- i Wi I 1 t-e , llechan i silt f i 

,ocuenta* i, t , it int(-r I III -;ul aind sttldJes that shoul , be 
prest-rvd f-1r fiturr rv.fe-renee. Scient1fir puhl icati on of 
r'e. oa -h r',, t,.:I ole -rcctll'ged when results meet s.jnt fit c 
st andnrdc f" puf1) ca* i ott . arusori pts prepared for :ublication 
it sc intit' c .journals shcitlad he cleared oy OAJ and DGFI prior to 
s~mi S.Ion , 

Project accountinq and accountability w,;ill br. 
handled ind.-pendently of Ministry administrative and accounting 
procedurs. Project budgets and expenditures will be rrepared 
and monitorr.d by the Project Administrator/Aeccuntant, in 
rnlisult.:-tiolt withI the ttt'. Quarterly expenditure reports 
will be Irt- ont+-.d to the ttAJ( ind the Ministry by the Contractor. 

B. SoLicitat ion/RIP 



I'eie and Sele.c.icn Proceis 

u. l'onditions for lmpi-mentation 

1. Ueneral roles and resp, n-3bilities 

2. (perational guidelines
 

'K. \*,e .tss!'.y conrd :t : On 

['he fol! owt rg ,ond i I .ris "tr- necessar y for .he 

init 19ton r-f a net, viahle project th-it vil 1 meet e'pectat ions 
0* t .ari O.\.. ti1!i shou Id to defrnst:-.,te. O(l t ,t-forthciqinrg 

those st-r-,s .a%- bte,ol ta.i¢ L, 

1 Tangible evidence that the Governmnt ,s 
inc:easing its ,upport for the fisheries, sector. This evidence 
wou1i inc'iude inrfeased support for DUF increased staffing for 
D6l', and oction In ensture that most capabie leaders and youth are 
a t r , !-dt r the r'isriertes setor, i'ea?.-ci flexibility f'r 
fi,ld 't., !:cresised vehicles, equipment and supplies, and 
nicreas-d , rt iri-eountry tra ining ( [, vocat iona,upp for 


schools).
 

2) Hiring of fisheries faculty for all six vacant
 
positions a' SQ1 at the earliest possible date.
 

3) Demonstrations by DGU that it is ready t o
 
fully support a fisheries extension program by:
 

- .at least douhling the number of field extension 
aLents t, a tota] of eight, and implementation of plans to expand 
hi S nimqbetr turther, 

- provi-iirn of working vehicles 4t aLl times to 

- irtrr)ducing necessary flexihility in hours of 
work and hcurs of vehirtle use to permit proper functioning of the 
prog rai I 

- actively supporting the ex:tension program with 
funds for" extension materials, mobile units, new gear and 
necessar*y eqIipment, 

- identifying trainees, as pianned earlier, who 
,:ill work iuith thu. \essel Captain and Master Fishermen to learn 
vossel r-peration And fishing skills for subsequent demonstration 
to fisho,,rinel- (10 trairnees ini tially). 



t'l Pull?h!e'Zital fi I a st pro" ram w'.,4> 

at least six rzes poiis ibl e port, a',eirB1 who 14i I arr ~ A eS
he
a s-gn,red nd suppo rt, fc sa,it ics II In i t Ierm,.ga of 

V c I e s ... operationali: fand exibiti ty. 

3 monstratinn that licens's wilbe granted to:
 
neiw largpr vessels in the~private sector. "'' 

6) Demonstration that ;ill accept 
itresponsibility to enforce fishing rkegUlAtions for~ foreign and 

fishermen. eomstic 

) Acsivation ef tne council for Living . r2.ne
 
Resotires Nnaement ith 'private sector particpation as calld,
 
for in the Sultanic Decree
 

E. Monitoring 'and Evaluat'ion
 

S. Objectives, targets and indicatorsof progress
 

Each of the project objectives noted in'
 
section ]V.A. can be broken down into multipetresan
 
targets can be restated as indicators r pery rgets ndt :
 

marks." In the following t0 :a , thes re 6 *sips
 

demonstrated. The indicatorsof prgres are nearlyall
 
eriff iale, although f some, determifor asubjectivetionswillbe
 

required where baseline data are not alvailable.u
 

The project manager will. monitorprogress ,
 

continuously and will have access tci quarterly activity reports''K
 
annual progress reports, and technical r,-ports .as well. aE regular 
interaction with.the Chief" of Party.' Anfi~allwork plans will be" ',
 
prepared on the basis of pro'gre'ss made 'o'rthe previous ,year 's
 
plan' and this process, will~ be--another meanis fo moit'~in
 

'~Periodic internal project reviews w il', be
 
conduct ed by the OAJCton
 

Sourcesoof hard data[ willbe fisheries,
 
statistics' on catch,'numbers and types of vessels used.,ad~ ~
 

Pspecies taken, customs reports on quantities,,an Speci'es 4 
exported, l'icense ifo'rnatiun from DGF, data on:numbers of ''"""' 

gradUates; trainee~s and sources of t-raining,-rcrs. 
participation 'in' exisio programs, documntatio If, '~~
 
recommenda tions ' to" DOF and doctiments p~rodu6ced b'GF e g. n, * 

statistics), ' 'S '' s s s~' Ji"' 

2.EvaIu a t io n schedulIe <~' s 

External evalua Lions i.llsbe'conducted in~ 
prjc ears 3,'6, and'S. these will "u-onduoz'd&ted s'uch tha~t' s 

'nc orporated' 'in %'i.major decis~ions can be Xhe an ,;i~el, of the 



will~~~ ~ insttutona~ inldreindphiprove€ 

. ... i d st y,.ithe A : *:e. SF~!a 

-:!2:pr OjJ e, c ar 

"By the 'end or e 
£ll be apparent from four organizational ''-h'nes-t w n 

Tqh e s e v;i o wp o in t s a r e th e i d s r , t e D F h S C o d t ,nr nm: d ri.e't :s(Lsttg cin.. r)offj I i n. . n ta i I 

From the indusl:ryctiewpoint land'ings 1Li have 
morl than doubled "and exports will iave increasednearlythree
-fold. The quality Of export ed fishery.tt.illh -produc hav, been 

Sbstantially improved netting value increases'-pr'unit ofe:ign. : ;' 

.. vo ILime,.-Traditional fish1 rmen will.-have :improved the:ir :gear and: ! i :;;i'f'i ng pra cti.ces. as e11as fish handling proed urs ad incomes 
'ro jhave improved.as rst ne 

f s h e i l 1 -  b e availableBto ftshermen and better access to in l'a k ts w" '' "larestsinle onrio toe imusryn fiehwprxoint la ns wr a 

Sprovided by,addi tional pri~vat e cold!stores. :G0ve rnmie nt: poliz'ci e::"s- ::
' ..;:::: :
hregardng the private sect olb irovedzand n fising 

iuese ses willi beoper at i ng ith de eFssel aF igear Out ide 
d-thet tional fishermen's exclusive zone.,The QFC willbelt 

local thonsumption and willbe oprated primarily wiyth freeign
 

bsownedvessels and foregni crewsi.ncrease p.r",i. o
 

''volume. TraiThe DGF will • be serling the industr withgearand 
itoperateona s tatistils and extensio n programsoand ollee 

util iz i research resul from the andwSFC from i llts e mpg wdatar own' 
statisticaliGeneaednsystem t d eafishin'g ega mandfornt'ofetns. i Dlareto e' 


pwvllbe bass.ating theOlani Coast Ouard .n theenforcement o f 

establishcontrbtrefmrvatiohnfaridr'r e 

-. fishing regulations.. ,The overall .capability .. of ;:the, DGF will,,be, <,... . ,:+
enhanced b the presence of inumber ofi traned and neducated- sta f,
members beter qual ifed to execute their duties and to tasei 

provliie'nwmarneresoures. orwutilfolte)SFtnig crews. " '..''di'fi'om'/ ' ow ''I,,''{,,, "almjrsok research n ' it ' '"'' 

The NSFC will be aworking iarm-iofth DGFi -,wialycl prore tbe Onin awsitin oase Gardn'heceingintreeto
 
'
 needs Initial stck assess n ptimates wil'hand'wi be 

refinement of estimates anb -on impv ing "'iolati'b'lrikowleGn' 
marine ' resource;i ' 

-:.a-speciesrby, species:'basis ito i.mprov emanagemet- recomme n'da'tion 

nofstatsthcs collected by foreign essel obs ad
 
stati stica agents forof stoc assessmen prs'moafamDGFe

relaingetoofsetiaes pruandyn', imvo' ioioal shols~g an 

,The nent wlth -e.u ofteof b arm f Oman
 

http:improved.as


prrsvpn andnnniwhite)I~ eahe n~strutor andIb w'illle~0i f t in 

owara rmalizati on t 


c'ol e and vo~'ati.nal school iturlent. An fishari s-reatel,: r
 
corriculn will be greaLA tinc reas'
 

rapidlyv of. ther stiffs. Enrcillmernt of 

Wdeas tor attracting profe-sors to YS :''U 

1e Total benefits package should be as large as ,
 
possible. Iost oreign professorswh visit for short-toerm o.r
 
long-term assignments wi1 entail numerous expenses in moving and
 
etheis permanento'placeof residence that are not. obvjous to 

'adrini'stx'atory hOre, 

*2 Lnf'ortunately,' the' tnivorsity already has .i 
reputation of~ promising a set. of benefi ts,' then~ "adjusting" those "-'-4 

benefitse onetele'not professor is settled Oman. A highthe in 
prof'essionali integrity willV be required on the part of 
administration. 

3) Research opportunities' in'Oman, can he~alspeiah~N 
drawing card for professors , especially those'who might, be 
available an sabbaticnl.' This would mean the ready availabiiftf) .''~ 

of vessel time with a variety of gear ready foruse. 

A) "Tenerotns ave allowances can be a special;, 
attractioni as many professors! would like to have time 'to travel'n 
or pursue research opportunities' in a variety of~.locations. A 

centers in the region wouild be attracti've. professors appear

5) Stronger linkages with' SFC, OTC"and 'research
 

6) 'Total staf'fing must be maintained atYadequacep_ 
levels to create a~positive, fulfilling work(Ienvironment,rather, my 

than a discouraging, "impossible" one. ~ 
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